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Abstract 

 

The increasing capabilities of mobile devices in industrial process automation could be 

utilized for enabling the operators to work efficiently while being far away from their 

control stations, for on-field controlling of devices, monitoring critical processes, 

communicating with the control room and other users. However, the main challenges for 

utilizing mobile devices is migrating the existing desktop industrial control applications to 

mobile devices, since these applications have different usage and presentation logic.  

 

This thesis proposes guidelines for migrating industrial automation applications to 

mobile devices.  It explains how to break down the complexity of the industrial control 

systems, what important industrial constraints may arise when utilizing mobile devices, 

and provides design principles for designing the mobile interfaces for such applications. 

The first task was breaking down the complexity and learning about the system in the 

mobile way, while performing open interviews, questionnaires and field studies with 

different stakeholders. This was followed by analysis of business processes and 

implementing industrial factors that influence the mobile applications and services, and 

finally the design of an appropriate logic and interfaces in order to make the design 

useful, usable and user friendly. 

 

The practical part of this thesis was provided by ABB in Västerås, where the guidelines 

have been applied for migrating its 800xA control system to the mobile platform iPhone 

5S. By following the SCRUM methodology and our guidelines, a usable prototype 

application has been developed and the usability tests have been performed with end 

users and system developers. The design takes into account different industrial 

constraints and usage scenarios of the 800xA control system, thanks to the close 

contact with the end users and iterative prototype development. 
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1. Introduction 
 

1.1. Problem statement 

 

During the time, mobile devices have evolved from rather simple devices with simple 

functionalities to small pocket size computers with rapidly growing capabilities. 

Nowadays, mobile devices have become an essential part of our lives.  We are so 

accustomed to using them in many aspects of our everyday life and for a wide range of 

tasks that most of their capabilities we take for granted. 

 

So far mobile apps have been introduced mostly in areas of social networks, internet 

services and entertainment. Moreover, the potential of mobile phones is recognized by 

others as well and it has found its use in many other fields, such as medicine, 

administration, banking, and is one of the key factors impacting the “Internet of Things” 

paradigm [69] [70] [26]. 

 

However, the adoption of mobile devices in industrial settings is not that wide spread 

due to many constraints. The industrial applications that are used today are usually 

developed throughout many years, containing a huge number of functionality so that 

migrating to mobile devices presents a big challenge. The challenge is even bigger 

when it comes to process automation control applications [59]. 

 

The industrial automation applications collect all the data from the plant and present it to 

the operators on huge screens in control rooms. The problem with migrating this type of 

application to mobile is not just the amount of data but also complex visual 

representation of the interfaces and interaction with the system. 

 

RQ: The goal of the thesis is to propose guidelines for migrating industrial automation 

applications (big screens) to mobile platforms (small screens) by keeping the usability 

and usefulness of the application. 

 

 From this question arise a number of challenges and some of them are: 

  

1.   How to break down the complexity of such systems and understand the requirements? 

  

In the world of software engineering, there are a number of different research methods 

for gathering requirements. However, it is important to find out which of them are the 

most suitable when developing a new mobile application based on a mature industrial 

process automation application. The requirements for the mobile solution can be quite 

different from the mature system, as the purpose of the mobile device differs from the 
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purpose of the desktop system. Therefore, one of the goals of this thesis is to recognize 

and define the important use cases, identify user’s everyday routines and their needs in 

the work process. 

 

After understanding the problem and gathering all the requirements from different 

sources, one might end up with a large list of requirements coming from different 

sources, and not all of them might be feasible to implement. Therefore, it is needed to 

make a selection of the requirements that should be designed and implemented for a 

mobile device. 

 

2.   What are additional constraints that come with industrial mobile applications? 

  

As industrial environment can be very specific, designing usable interfaces can be a big 

challenge. Heat, protection glasses, gloves, dust and similar environmental constraints 

can affect the usability of the mobile application, and should be considered while 

designing the interfaces. 

 

3.   How to design the interfaces of a mobile solution so that it is useful and usable in an 

industrial environment? 

  

The design of the interfaces is very important for developing a useful application. 

However, it is not enough to have a useful application; the application should be usable 

in the specific environment and the interaction design is essential in order to achieve 

this.  

 

1.2. Industrial context 

 

The thesis is conducted at ABB Process Automation, Västerås, Sweden. 800xA is the 

industrial automation system developed by ABB. The main aspect of this system is the 

process control functionality. The new extended operator workplace of 800xA consists 

of 9 screens. In those screens, the operator monitors the processes and state of all 

devices integrated in the monitored system. One operator workplace usually covers one 

part of the plant and the operator who is working at that workplace is responsible for the 

process in that part. This workplace has been enhanced over years to provide the 

operators all necessary information about the plant and to provide comfortable working 

environment.   

 

However, there has still not been developed a suitable solution for the problem when 

the operators need to go out in the field and work far from the control room. In this 

scenario, the operators have a need for a specific subset of functionalities of 800xA to 
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assist them in their on-field work. The solution is to introduce mobile devices and see 

how they can be exploited in the best way. As mentioned in the previous section, there 

are a number of challenges concerning this. 

 

The purpose of this thesis is to explore the problem space of this domain that is 

currently not well explored for ABB and propose a solution that solves at least some of 

those problems. 

 

This includes investigation of normal work routines for Operators, prioritization of 

system functionalities based on usefulness in the context, evaluation of pros and cons 

for system functionalities on a mobile device vs. on the operator console in the control 

room and finally an implementation proposal for solution to a limited set of the problems 

found in the research. 

 

The scope of the thesis has been limited to control system Operators that are working 

“in the field” (i.e. outside of the plant control room), and the mobile technology used was 

Apple iOS. 

 

1.3. Outline 

 

In section 1, a short introduction was given for this thesis. Further on, section 2 provides 

a background for the thesis by introducing definitions and a brief explanation of different 

topics which are important for understanding this thesis. Section 3 focuses on 

describing the actual problem which is to be solved with the case study at ABB, system 

800xA in general and current mobile solutions. Further on, chapter 4 gives an overview 

of the most actual scientific work which is related to this thesis, with the focus on mobile 

solutions in industries, mobile interface design and usability when migrating from 

desktop to mobile. In chapter 5, the practical work carried out at ABB Process 

Automation is described in detail and every decision made throughout the thesis work is 

motivated. Finally, the thesis ends with chapter 6, where there is a discussion about the 

results of the thesis, guidelines for similar future work are discussed and possible 

enhancements to the current solution are analyzed. 
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2. Background 
 

Today’s smart phones are multi-functional devices that assist us in all kinds of daily 

activities and therefore simplify and enhance or everyday life. However, if we look back 

to the 90’s when mobile phones were first introduced, their purpose was limited to only 

a few functionalities, and their appearance was different from today. 

 

At the beginning of the mobile device evolution, their main purpose was allowing the 

users to perform simple actions such as making calls and sending text messages. With 

the improvement of technology, the capabilities of mobile devices and mobile wireless 

infrastructure grew rapidly. Consequently, the invention of the smartphone was a major 

breakthrough in the mobile device development. It differed from the simple mobile 

phone not only by having a customized operating system, but also in the way that it 

incorporated a huge number of different features such as digital camera, touch screen 

displays, voice control, fingerprint scanning, GPS, thermometers and other. But not only 

did mobile devices go through big changes. Mobile networks also became faster and 

complemented this trend. Users now have access to Wi-Fi and Wireless networks, 

which allows fast access to useful and customized information. Today, one quarter of 

the earth’s population is a user of mobile devices (smartphones, tablets), and it is 

expected that by 2017, this number will grow to 50% [1]. 

 

The market for the entertainment mobile applications is enormous today. The most 

trendy applications are the game, music, news, social media and map applications with 

the social networking applications becoming increasingly popular.[2] Facebook, Twitter, 

Skype, but also chatting applications such as Viber, WhatsApp and others become 

present on every mobile device today. Apart from providing entertainment and social 

connectivity, there has been found a significant benefit of the application of mobile 

devices in different areas such as medicine, business, sport and marketing. Nowadays, 

it is usual to pay bills, deposit bank check, buy tickets, check flights and navigate, even 

check your medical status, all by using mobile devices. 

 

When building new applications and services today it is very common to make them 

mobile-friendly from day one. However, there are many mature desktop/server 

applications developed long before the expansion of mobile devices which have not 

been developed to fit the mobile phone. [3] Even though these applications are usually 

developed and designed to fit (big) desktop screens, it could be an advantage to adopt 

some, or all of the features they provide to the screen of a mobile device too. This would 

enable the current users of a desktop application to access and interact with the system 

remotely from their handheld devices, while opening up new possibilities for utilizing 
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phone-specific functionalities such as GPS, QR code scanning, thermometer and others 

to extend the functionalities of the existing desktop application. 

 

As in many other fields, benefits from using mobile devices as tools in work can be 

recognized in different industries as well. Using mobile devices in process industry 

brings many advantages, and the main are increased efficiency, productivity and overall 

user satisfaction [59].  

 

2.1. Industrial process automation 

 

Industrial processes are a set of well-defined procedures taken in predefined sequences 

in order to produce products using mechanical or chemical means in industries such as 

oil and gas, pulp and paper, mining and others. Those procedures are run by various 

kinds of devices such as motors, valves and other, which are placed all around the 

plant. In the past, controlling these processes was done manually by operators. Their 

job was to physically monitor the devices by walking around the plant and observing the 

process, and manually controlling the devices when it was necessary. 

 

With the evolution of technology, there have been developed techniques and devices 

that made the automation of such industrial processes possible. Those devices are 

among others different kind of sensors, controllers, actuators, network infrastructures 

and computers. Moreover, the introduction of DCS (Distributed Control Systems) in the 

1980s made a great impact on process automation [64].  

With process automation and DCS, it became possible to develop industrial control 

systems, which are designed to collect data from the various kinds of devices in the 

industrial process all over the plant facility, represent it in a human readable way and 

provide interaction with those devices over the interface of a computer. 

 

The above mentioned interfaces are usually presented on many big screens placed 

inside of a control room. On those screens all kind of process data is displayed to 

ensure that the operators have full knowledge of the state of the process. This is usually 

done by graphically visualizing the plants process devices, their values and 

connections. The values can be measurements of pressure in pipes, temperature, fluid 

flow through valves, speed of motors used, and so on. Those interfaces are also used 

for controlling some of the devices, displaying alarms, viewing historical data, but can 

additionally contain maintenance information and can be integrated with other systems 

relevant to the plant. 

 

Being able to access the process data of the controlling system remotely could bring 

many benefits. It would allow the operators/workers in factories to have quick access to 
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information even when they are not sitting inside the control room, but walking around 

the factory for routine checks. Additionally, the operators could get real-time 

notifications for alarming situations, which would allow them to respond to problems 

more efficiently. However, migration of the complex controlling system to a mobile 

device brings many challenges regarding the requirement elicitation, design and 

usability of the application [3][59].  

 

There are two general approaches for migration of standard desktop applications to 

mobile devices. A simple solution is connecting to the desktop system remotely and 

displaying the interfaces on the mobile solution (Remote Desktop). Reusing the existing 

desktop solution and keeping the same interfaces looks like an easy approach, but it 

usually suffers from problems related to usability. Desktop interfaces are designed for 

big screens and porting them to a mobile device is a big challenge.  

On the other hand, developing a separate mobile application carefully developed and 

integrated in the system brings means that the mobile application would read the same 

data as the desktop application, and display that data in a way suitable for the mobile 

device which would be easy to read and use. However, this approach brings different 

challenges. Visual appearance has to be redesigned, the logic has to be reengineered, 

and a new way of connecting the client to the existing system has to be implemented. 

All mentioned requires significant additional efforts and development, but those 

applications appear to be more efficient, usable and accepted by the users [4].  

 

2.2. Mobile interaction design 

 

When developing mobile applications from scratch, mobile interaction design turns out 

to be essential. Mobile interaction design refers to activities which are carried out in 

order to maximize the usability of a system and the three main activities are:  

1. User research (requirements gathering, understanding the users and their 

needs, target device analysis)  

2. Design (prototyping, conception) and  

3. Quality assurance (usability testing and focus group testing) [5] [6].  

 

These activities are carried out iteratively, refining the suggested design, until a 

satisfying usability level is achieved. Involving users in the interaction design is the key 

to achieving good and optimized interaction design. The developed design should be 

based on the user’s needs and the goal should be to ease the user’s tasks in their 

everyday interaction with the system and its environment [7] [8]. 
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2.3. User research 

 

As a part of the user research, the requirement gathering activities are essential. In 

order to design useful, usable and functional systems, the following questions need to 

be answered: who will be using the system, what is the environment where the system 

will be used, how the system will help the users to perform better at work [8]. 

 

According to IEEE, a requirement is “a statement of system functionality that must be 

met by a system to satisfy a customer’s need, objective and that is qualified by 

measurable conditions and bounded by constraints” (IEEE std 1233, 1998). 

 

The most common categorization of requirements in software engineering is functional 

(FRs) and non-functional requirements (NFRs). Functional requirements are 

requirements that explain what the system should do, which functionality it should 

contain, and how it should behave in certain states of the system. On the other hand, 

non-functional requirements can be considered as additional requirements that might be 

focused on performance, usability, scalability, portability, environment or others.  

 

As the increase of mobile applications continues, Gian Pietro et al. [10] predict that non-

functional requirements will have a greater importance on mobile products being 

developed than the functional requirements. Particularly, security is crucial in today’s 

mobile development [10]. 

 

According to [11], the most important non-functional requirements for mobile 

applications are security, quality (usability, easiness to install), reliability (robustness, 

connectivity, stability) and performance (responsiveness, efficiency in using resources 

and scalability) [11]. 

 

In our thesis, the main focus is on usability of the mobile application. 

 

Further on, there are some additional requirements that are considered to be more 

typical for mobile application development as in contrast to traditional software 

engineering for desktop applications. Here are what some of those additional 

requirements could be: 

 

1) Increased probability for interacting with other applications that come from different 

sources, for example using location applications, camera and others. 

2) Sensor handling such as using advanced touch-screen that are able to detect 

multiple gestures at the same time, thermometer, accelerometer and others. 

3) Security - increased vulnerability to external threats 
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4) Power consumption - the applications should be suitably developed to prevent using 

battery-draining resources 

5) Increased complexity of testing [11] 

  

2.4. Requirements gathering 

 

Requirements gathering (elicitation and analysis) is done in collaboration between 

engineers, end-users and different stakeholders with the goal to discover which features 

the system needs to contain, performance issues, hardware constraints and other. Any 

person that should have an impact on the system is a stakeholder, including the end-

user, engineers, system analysts, different divisions inside organizations like marketing, 

service, developers, managers and any other people who will interact with the mobile 

system in the future [12]. 

 

There are three major activities that are related to requirements gathering: 

 1. Requirements discovery 

 2. Requirements classification and organization, grouping the discovered 

requirements for identifying subsystems and getting a better overview of the needs of 

the system 

 3. Requirements prioritization and negotiation, prioritizing the requirements and 

deciding upon the scope of the system. The requirements with the least priority might be 

omitted do to different constraints [12]. 

 

The requirements discovery activity can be considered one of the crucial phases of 

software engineering since studies have shown that “70% of system errors are due to 

improper requirements and remaining 30% is due to design faults” [14][15]. Additionally, 

capturing the requirements precisely is a big challenge since studies show that 90% of 

large projects fail due to improper requirement definition [13]. 

 

The goal of the requirements discovery activity is to collaborate with stakeholders in 

order to gather information about the system and domain, such as the objectives of the 

software product, functionality to be included in the product, how the system will be 

used and how to satisfy business needs [16]. As stated in [16], the process of gathering 

this information is similar to how journalists gather information for their news reports, by 

seeking to answer the five ‘W’ and one ‘H’ question: who, what, where, when, why and 

how. Different stakeholders can have different requirements which consequentially bring 

different value to the product [12] [16]. 
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Figure 1 Different stakeholders and their influence 

 

Figure 1 represents stakeholders and the different benefits their input gave to the 

development of an E-commerce website. For example, we can see that by gathering 

input from marketing and management employees, the likelihood for higher profit and 

bigger amount of sold products increases. On the other hand, input from the customers 

influence the system by increasing the quality of provided service, and user satisfaction 

[16].  

 

Therefore, it is highly important for this activity to be done properly and to include all 

relevant stakeholders in the requirement gathering activity, in order to have the right 

idea about the objectives the system should fulfill [16]. 

 

Furthermore, the requirements gathering activity can be a complex process. Some of 

the potential risks are the following [16]:  

1. Usually, it is difficult for stakeholders to accurately and precisely define what they 

want from the software product. They have poor knowledge about software 

development and how to define requirements and might tend to give vague 

requirements, or even have unrealistic wishes. 

2. The software engineer who is gathering requirements might lack of knowledge about 

a certain domain, so it could be difficult to understand some of the requirements of the 

stakeholders. (For this reason, it is important for the engineer to gather enough domain 
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knowledge before conducting requirement elicitation activities, in order to minimize the 

amount of unknown terminology used by different stakeholders.) 

3. Requirements can be quite different coming from various stakeholders. Although this 

can be seen as an advantage in the sense that it can provide a broader objective for the 

system to be developed, there is a risk that some of the requirements are conflicting 

which can result in difficulties in prioritizing the requirements [12]. 

4. Additionally, requirements can change over time and this must be considered too 

[16]. 

 

Requirements for the mobile application can differ from the requirements for its 

corresponding desktop application because people tend to use different devices in 

different ways and for different periods of time depending on the type of device (phone, 

tablet, desktop) and screen size [18] [19]. 

Additionally, the mobile application can be developed to target only a subset of the 

users of the current desktop solution. Therefore, when attempting to migrate a desktop 

application to mobile, it is crucial to choose a suitable requirement elicitation 

methodology in order to gather enough input for deciding on how the mobile solution 

should differ from the desktop, who will be the target users and which features of the 

existing system should be included in the mobile solution.  

 

Different requirements elicitation techniques include amongst others interviews, 

questionnaires, record reviews and observations [16]. 

 

 2.4.1. Interviews 

 

One of the most common requirements elicitation techniques is the interviewing 

technique. Interviews can be performed with one person at a time, or groups of people. 

They give qualitative information about the system, while the interviewees are free to 

express their points of view and ideas about the application domain [16]. Interviews can 

be structured, semi-structured or unstructured [17]. 

 

Structured interviews 

In structured interviews, the interviewers should have a predefined list of precise 

questions that they want to ask, and their goal is to get precise objective answers from 

the interviewee. These kinds of interviews are easy to perform since they don’t require 

advanced interviewing skills, but it is enough to stick to the predetermined questions 

and ask them in order. This kind of interview requires less time to administer than the 

unstructured interviews.  

 

Unstructured interviews 
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On the other hand, unstructured interviews are an informal way of gathering domain 

information, and they are usually performed in an open atmosphere where the 

interviewee is inspired to talk freely about their ideas and thoughts, without having 

prearranged questions and structure. This allows new ideas to emerge which could 

stimulate innovation. The main drawback of this approach is that it might be difficult to 

recognize and extract the essential information, and analysis of all the gathered 

interviews can be time consuming [16]. 

 

Semi-structured interviews 

In the semi-structured interviews, the interviewee has a specific set of questions that 

should be asked, but is at the same time flexible and open to rearrangements, changes, 

omitting some of them or introducing new questions, depending on the flow of the 

interview [17]. 

Interviews are very useful because of their flexibility which allows new ideas to be 

brought up and mistakes in elicitation to be recognized and fixed through open 

conversation. On the other hand, they are time consuming which means that critical 

stakeholders must be recognized in order to gain enough value from the small number 

of interviews. It is good to also mention that political factors can influence the honesty of 

the given answers [16][17]. 

 

2.4.2. Field observation 

 

Observing the stakeholders (end-users) in their usual work environment gives instant 

information about their every-day working routines. Problems in the current working 

routines can be recognized, which serves as an input on how the newly developed 

system will help the end-users to be more efficient in work. This technique is widely 

used in industrial engineering [16]. 

 

2.4.3. Questionnaires 

 

Questionnaires are a way of getting input from a larger amount of individuals in a short 

period of time. These people can be distributed around different divisions, or even 

different cities. Questionnaires serve for gathering objective information based on the 

answers to a predefined number of questions [16]. There are three forms of questions 

that might be asked:  

1. Open questions which allow the individual to write freely about the domain 

2. Closed questions which limit the individual to choose between one or more 

provided answers  

3. Scales where the individual can choose a value from a given scale [17]. 
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The administration of the questionnaires is easy and it can also be a way of gathering 

anonymous input allowing the responders to be more honest. The drawback of this 

method is that individuals usually don’t have time to devote themselves to filling in 

questionnaires, so answers might be vague and incomplete [16]. 

 

2.4.4. Record Reviews 

 

This requirement elicitation technique includes exploring the written records (manuals, 

documentation, regulations, and standards) of the organization in order to gain 

information about the used procedures and practices. The drawback here is that the 

information from different documentation is usually out-dated [16]. 

 

2.5. Design 

 

As mentioned earlier, designing the mobile solution should be done iteratively and in 

close collaboration with users.  

 

2.5.1. Usability  

 

There are many definitions of the usability of a software product in general and most of 

them point out three main characteristics of a usable product: Efficient to use, easy to 

learn and results in more user satisfaction [29].  

 

By ISO 9241, usability is defined as “the extent to which a product can be used by 

specified users to achieve specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction 

in a specified context of use”. [30] There is a Consolidated Usability Model proposed by 

Abran et. al. [32], where he defines it as a mix of effectiveness, efficiency, satisfaction, 

learnability and security with addition of relevant measures [29]. Usability is a non-

functional requirement and is important when designing the mobile solution. 

 

Here we will go through all of the aspects of usability and explain them in details. Good 

understanding of effectiveness, efficiency, learnability and overall satisfaction with the 

product is essential for the development of a software application that is supposed to be 

well accepted by the users. These characteristics aren’t in direct collision with each 

other, but their priority should differ from product to product [44]. 

 

Efficiency and Effectiveness  

 

It is important to differentiate efficiency from effectiveness in order to better understand 

the definition of usability. Efficiency is only about time and agility of performing specific 
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tasks. Efficiency is usually referred by non-functional requirements such as “The user 

should be able to perform a specific task within 40 seconds”. On the other side, 

effectiveness is more about how intuitive the product is and how easy it is to use. From 

the effectiveness point of view it is not about speed, but more about easiness and 

usage without frustrations. An example of non-functional requirement of the product 

concerning effectiveness would be: “90 percent of all users should be able to perform 

specific task two times in a row without making mistake” [31]. 

 

Learnability  

 

Next characteristic of the usability is learnability which can be seen as an element of 

effectiveness in a way that it reduces frustration during the learning period and provides 

the user with acceptable level of competence in a short period of time. Learnability can 

also represent a degree of effectiveness of not frequent users using the product. A non-

functional requirement in the sense of the learnability would be: “95 percent of the users 

should be able use a product after 8 hours of learning” [31]. 

 

Satisfaction  

 

Finally, the feeling whether something is usable or not depends much on the user’s 

satisfaction. Satisfaction represents a degree in which a product meets the needs of the 

users and it is mainly about user’s personal view on the product. It can be measured by 

interviews and questionnaires, where users are asked to grade the product and to 

express problems they are facing in usage [31].    

 

To conclude and make it simple, we can say that a usable software product is the one 

that does not annoy the user, but makes the user satisfied, not frustrated and willing to 

use the product again. 

 

2.5.2. Design challenges for mobile devices 

 

Mobile application development implies additional challenges for interaction design 

which are not applicable to desktop applications, and overcoming these constraints is 

crucial to migration from desktop to mobile. Some of them are: 

 

1. Screen size and information presentation 

The screen size for mobile devices is significantly smaller in comparison to their 

corresponding desktop versions. This difference in size becomes an even bigger issue 

when the desktop application is being presented over multiple screens at the same time 

(like for control system applications). When developing a desktop application, after 
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some years of refining the design for the desktop application, the information 

presentation becomes suitable for the big screens the information will be displayed on. 

This becomes an issue when there is a need for representing the same amount of 

information on the smaller screen of a handheld device. Usually this requires thorough 

investigation of how to redesign the application to fit the size constraints of the handheld 

device. In this case, it can be helpful to ask the following question: Is all that information 

truly needed on the mobile device in order to satisfy the needs of the mobile user? 

 

2. Mouse orientation vs. touch orientation 

Most desktop applications are designed to depend on the movement of the mouse for 

navigation, whereas the handheld devices largely have touch screen displays and 

depend on the user’s touch interactions as commands. Nowadays, there is a wide 

range of gestures for interaction (swipe, pan, tap…) and even multiple gestures are 

recognized on some touch screen devices (like the four-finger interaction on the iOS 

devices). Additionally, the mouse contains the “right-click” command, which usually 

serves for displaying additional menus.  

Translating the mouse commands into touch commands can be a real challenge in the 

migration of desktop to handheld device, and it can affect the consistency of the mobile 

device to its desktop version. 

 

3. Limited input/output facilities 

Due to the small screen size, the ways of providing input or presenting output for the 

mobile device can be limiting. For example, keyboard size is significantly small and 

higher precision is needed when using touch screen which can be especially difficult in 

situations when the user is moving while interaction with the device, or for people with 

big fingers [20]. On the other hand, mobile devices can use other means of input such 

as voice, gesture and different sensors. 

 

4. Navigation 

Since it is more difficult to have an overview of the whole system on smaller devices, 

this makes navigation throughout the application more difficult and time-consuming on a 

handheld device. 

 

5. Environment 

Since handheld devices introduce mobility, it is expected that the mobile applications 

are used in different kinds of situations and environments which are not typical for 

desktop applications. Therefore, the application should be well adapted to be usable in 

its given environment. This becomes even more significant in industrial on-field usage 

which can have many environmental constraints. 
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As one can guess, the usability in the mobile domain faces many challenges that didn’t 

exist with desktop solutions. Methods used in measuring how usable some desktop 

application is, cannot be completely reused in the mobile context because of many 

constraints related to mobility. Constraints such as limited process and power 

capabilities, small screen size, touch screens and unreliable wireless networks make 

usability difficult to achieve for mobile applications [29][36]. 

 

There are two main guidelines regarding designing usable mobile application. The first 

one comes from the academic point of view and consists of a large number of scientific 

papers which are describing how to make a usable mobile application, such as [34] and 

[35]. Those kinds of books and papers usually cover the topic in a more general way, 

not focusing on a specific vendor of the mobile device or operating system, but usability 

of mobile devices in general. The second guidelines come from different mobile phone 

vendors. For example, Apple and Google have published their own guidelines regarding 

how their mobile applications should be designed to meet usability and other 

requirements. In those guidelines we can find recommended gestures, resolutions, icon 

sizes, positions of menus, formats of text and others [29]. 

 

Following the guidelines and experience of others can help in designing a usable 

application, but doing so does not guarantee that the application will be usable and well 

received by the users. The evaluation of the usability should be done at least once 

before a release, as usability, which depends on good design, is a key to the success of 

a mobile application [33]. 

 

2.5.3. Prototyping 

 

The main part of the design activity is prototyping. The prototyping approach can be 

used to validate and refine the requirements. A prototype of a software product is a 

model of the product which can be presented to different stakeholders and can be used 

to receive feedback about the product early in the development process. It turns out to 

be a cost-effective and efficient way of gaining information about how to improve the 

design of the product and is the recommended approach in interaction design [21] [22] 

[23]. According to [24], the prototyping approach has been used largely in the past 

decade for validating the design quality of mobile interfaces. This makes usability 

testing possible even early in the development. 

 

Prototypes can range from low-fidelity to high-fidelity prototypes. The higher the fidelity, 

the closer the prototype is to the actual software product, meaning that it contains more 

functionality. Depending on the fidelity level, different kind of flaws can be recognized 

and different types of requirements and design decisions can be evaluated [25]. 
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For example, a prototype can be a paper drawing of the application’s user interfaces 

and all elements that the interface should include such as controls, menus, bars, 

buttons and others. Commands such as touches and clicks should be simulated by a 

facilitator that is changing paper screens upon request. The facilitator is someone who 

presents how the application is supposed to work to the stakeholder. This type of 

prototyping is called paper-prototyping. The obvious benefit of paper prototyping is that 

it is cost-effective and easy to create. However, it requires a facilitator to intervene and 

explain how the system should be used, and what the animations from screen to screen 

should look like. Therefore, it does not provide complete behavioral experience of the 

interfaces to the user because some levels of cognition such as visceral (sound, look, 

feel), behavioral (device interaction) and reflective (reflection to persons sensibilities, 

cultural preferences) might be overlooked [25]. Figure 2 represents an example of a 

paper prototype of a mobile application. 

 

 

 
Figure 2  Paper prototype example [63] 

 

The paper prototype can be easily drawn by hand, but also, there are a number of 

software tools that exist for creating prototypes electronically like inVision 

(http://www.invisionapp.com/) or Balsamiq (http://balsamiq.com/), although they require 

more effort for producing the prototype. These prototypes might seem like a real 

product, except they don’t contain any programming code in the background. They do 

however provide the user with broader cognitive experience [27][28]. Additionally, [28] 

suggests an intermediate way of prototyping, in order to reduce costs and time, but 

enhance the cognitive experience. 

 

http://www.invisionapp.com/
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Early prototyping is important for achieving high quality design, since the cost of 

changes is higher towards the finalization of the product. Therefore, if severe design 

flaws are recognized on the finished product, it can be too expensive to fix them [21]. 

 

2.6. Quality assurance 

 

The goal of usability testing is to discover flaws in the design or development process in 

order to improve the usability of a product, rather than prove that the design is satisfying 

[40]. The usability tests are used for gaining both qualitative and quantitative data (fail 

rate, duration of tasks, number of clicks for achieving something and other).  

 

Usability testing is recommended to be used iteratively starting from pre-design 

(usability testing on low-fidelity prototypes), and all the way through the development of 

a product. Each test should result in changes (improvements) in the design [39][40]. 

The early prototypes can be simple (low-fidelity prototype like paper-prototype), but 

towards the end of the project, the tests should be done on prototypes which are more 

similar to the final product/release [39]. 

 

2.6.1. Usability testing approaches 

 

For the evaluation of usability of mobile applications, three main approaches are in use 

today: Laboratory experiments, Field studies and Hands-on measurement [29]. 

 

Laboratory experiments 

 

Laboratory experiments are done in specially prepared rooms, labs and in carefully 

controlled conditions. User’s behavior, including body language, gestures and even 

words are recorded for later analysis.  This process usually includes video cameras, 

microphones and well prepared scenarios that the user should follow. The purpose is to 

catch as many problems in usage as possible while the user is performing specified 

tasks. This is done by thorough analysis of user’s behavior but also from a 

questionnaire done after the experiment [29][33]. 

 

Benefits of using laboratory experiments are multiple. First of all the tester can choose 

the exact settings in which the experiment will take a place. This can help in a way that 

specific aspects of application can be targeted and evaluated precisely. Moreover, the 

tester can isolate user from any side effects not relevant for the test scope. Lastly, by 

the material tester record, small, but valuable reactions of the users can be examined 

and those can be of great value for final conclusion regarding usability [36].  
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As there are pros for performing the laboratory experiments, there are also certain 

drawbacks. Even though it seems perfect to have everything under control, in reality 

many factors cannot be predicted or simulated. This lack of real environmental 

constraints can sometimes lead to the wrong conclusion that some application has good 

usability. For instance in the lab one could have perfect network connection, lightning or 

silent environment, while in real situations things can be significantly different. The 

environment can be noisy, the users might experience additional stress, and they might 

be moving while using the device and so on. At the end, laboratory testing usually 

requires more resources, both regarding equipment and money [33][29]. 

 

According to [45], 71% of all Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) evaluations are done in 

laboratories. 

 

Field studies 

 

“A field study is a general method for collecting data about users, user needs, and 

product requirements that involves observation and interviews. Data are collected about 

task flows, inefficiencies, and the organizational and physical environments of users.” 

[29] . 

 

The main difference comparing to the Laboratory experiment is that field studies are 

performed in real life environment, not in strictly controlled laboratory environment. The 

main benefit of using field studies is that results are usually more relevant due to real 

time situations and take into account context in which the application is executed. This 

means that usually the conditions in which the application is used are not ideal as they 

can be in the lab, but that is the purpose of usability testing, to discover as many 

downsides of the application as possible. The fact that users are less satisfied with the 

same application after field study than they are after laboratory experiment, explains it is 

more beneficial technique of usability testing [29][33]. 

 

Although it reveals most of the usability problems of the application, field study is 

usually very complicated to perform. In [10] three major drawbacks of using the field 

studies are described. As the authors state: ”It can be complicated to establish realistic 

studies that capture the richness of the use-context”, then it is difficult to record user 

impression and behavior using standard techniques and at the end data collecting is far 

more difficult than in laboratory experiments. The last drawback is in direct correlation 

with the fact that this kind of evaluating usability lacks control over the user [29][36][37]. 

 

Hands-on measurements 
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The goal of these measurements is to express usability in quantitative manner by using 

different methods. Those measurement methods should apply the approach defined in 

[38].   

 

2.6.2. Usability testing methods 

 

Different types of usability test methods are used today, but the most common are: 

thinking aloud, co-discovery, interviewing, attitude questionnaires, and observation. 

Research has shown that it is not enough to use only one method, but more methods 

should be used combined to gain more realistic results [39][40][41]. 

 

Thinking aloud 

 

The thinking aloud method is the most common method for usability evaluation and it is 

used in both laboratory and field settings [41]. It involves a participant who is interacting 

with the system by going through a set of predefined tasks, while constantly giving 

feedback (thinking) out-loud [39]. During the thinking aloud testing of a mobile 

application, video recording can be used to display the content of the screens on a 

monitor in order for the testers to see how the participant is interacting with the system. 

The tester is responsible for observing and taking notes that will be used for later 

evaluation of problems found. Research has shown that testing with four to five 

participants is enough to identify 80% of the usability problems in all products [43]. 

Additionally, the participants in the tests should represent the real users and given tasks 

should be in relation to the tasks the user would be performing in a natural scenario 

[40]. 

 

The benefits of using this method are significant. It is a way to get inside of the head of 

the participants, since they are sharing all their thoughts, opinions, frustrations they 

encounter out-loud in real-time. One problem with this method imposes is the difficulty 

of gaining some quantitative data. For example, the duration of completing a task 

cannot be measured correctly, since the time to complete a task while talking out loud 

differs from the real usage scenario where the participant is not “verbalizing thoughts” 

which can slow him/her down [39]. Additionally, participants might forget that they 

should speak out loud, and in this case, the tester should motivate the participants by 

asking questions about their thoughts [39]. 

 

Co-discovery  

 

The co-discovery method includes two participants working together on performing 

tasks while being observed by the tester. This kind of method might be more natural 

than thinking aloud, and the conversation between the two participants while they are 
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trying to solve a problem might reveal additional problems and strategies they are using 

while performing the tasks.  

 

Observation 

 

Observation might refer to both observing user while they are working on their usual 

tasks in the natural environment, or by observing the user sinteract with the system 

while performing a predefined set of tasks [39]. Afterwards, the user can be asked to fill 

in a questionnaire in order to grade the system and give additional subjective 

information or suggestions [42]. 

 

For the above mentioned usability methods, a set of tasks should be defined for guiding 

the participant through the test. For defining a task, the following steps need to be 

taken:  

 

1) Select tasks to test (tasks that potentially cause usability issues, tasks implied by 

concerns, tasks that users will normally perform in their natural environment and 

others) 

2) Plan for resources needed for each task (how long they will take, what 

participants are required, hardware, software resources and others) 

3) Prioritize and order tasks (in order to present the natural flow of usage) [40] 

 

Finally, the tasks should be organized in scenarios in order to make the task sound 

more realistic. One example of a scenario is: 

 

“There have been some staff changes in your office. Set up a new account for E. 

Dickenson.” 

 

There can be more than one task for one scenario [40]. 
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Figure 3 Scenario with three tasks 

   

Figure 3 illustrates an example of a scenario with three tasks for usability evaluation 

[40]. 

 

2.7. Development methodology 

 

As for creating any kind of software solution, software engineers that are developing a 

mobile software solution take a systematic approach for organizing their work. 

 

“Software engineering is an engineering discipline that is concerned with all aspects of 

Software production from the early stages of system specification through to 

maintaining the system after it has gone into use.” [12] 

 

Software engineers have an organized and systematic way of developing software and 

executing all the activities of software product development, and they are dedicated to 

systematically applying the most suitable methods and theories in order to solve 

problems and achieve high quality of the product. They are not only focused on the 

technical details of development, but also organizational, time and financial constraints. 

This methodical approach to software development is typically called the ‘software 

process’ and it typically includes the following set of activities: 

 1. Software specification, where the software functionality is defined together with 

the customer. One of the main activities for defining the software to be developed is 

requirements gathering. 
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 2. Software development, which includes design and implementation of the 

software product 

 3. Software validation, which implies making sure that the system corresponds to 

customer needs  

 4. Software evolution, which includes enhancing the system over time to meet 

new arriving requirements[12]. 

 

The sequence of executing these and related activities can be quite different depending 

on the project. The activities can be executed sequentially (sequential process models), 

or the sequence can be repeated iteratively until the product is completely developed 

(iterative process models). Some of the most present process models found in 

organizations are the waterfall, spiral, prototyping and agile models [16]. 

 

Sequential development model 

 

One of the most famous sequential process models is the “Waterfall model”. According 

to this model, activities are strictly separated in time. Activities have predefined order so 

there is no overlapping and usually lined as described in Figure 6. [68]. 

 

 

  
Figure 4 Waterfall model 

 

 

As we can see from Figure 6, Design phase cannot start before Requirements gathering 

phase is finished, implementation cannot start before design is finished and so on. 
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This approach has many drawbacks. In these development settings, usually different 

people are responsible for different stages of the project. Handing in project 

documentation and shifting from one stage to another can be a source of ambiguity. 

The misunderstandings among different teams working on different stages usually lead 

to an increasing number of errors and will usually result in a bad product. Moreover, this 

method suffers from low customer involvement in project. Actually, customers are 

consulted only in requirements phase of the project, after all the requirements are 

negotiated, customer is never consulted again. There is a good chance that the 

customer is not sure what he/she precisely wants at the beginning of the project, 

requirements can change during the time product is developed, but since the customer 

is not involved during this time the delivered product does not satisfy his/her needs [68]. 

 

The waterfall approach can work in well defined projects with clear requirements and 

low probability any uncertainty. For the rest of the projects it is not the best solution and 

usually leads to fail [68]. 

 

Agile development model 

 

Agile software development becomes extremely popular in software engineering, 

because it overcomes many problems that were present in the Waterfall methodology. 

There is no strict separation of a development phases and development team is 

compact and work together throughout a whole project. It is called agile because it is 

designed to respond quickly to change, no matter if it comes from customer or 

internally. All the principles of agile software development are stated in the“Agile 

manifesto” [67]. 

   

One of the most used methodologies which comply with “Agile manifesto” is called 

“SCRUM”. In SCRUM, Figure 7, the project is divided in many Sprints. Sprint is a time 

slot, usually two to four weeks long. At the end of each sprint, the team, which consists 

of 4 to 8 people, should have a working product [67]. 
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Figure 5 SCRUM lifecycle 

  

In SCRUM, the team creates a Product backlog which is sort of a reservoir of tasks for 

the whole project, as it can be seen from the Figure 7. Then, each 2 to 4 weeks team 

members do a sprint planning during which a number of tasks are pulled out from 

Product backlog. The Sprint backlog is created as a set of tasks that should be done by 

the end of current sprint. At the end of each sprint, the team has a potentially shippable 

increment which can be evaluated by the customer. Each sprint is seen as one iteration, 

which means that the product is being developed iteratively.  

 

The development team works in collaboration with the customer and mistakes can be 

noticed early in the development phase. Here lies the strength of the agile software 

development. This allows development team to adjust solution according to customer’s 

feedback and to increase chances of success. 

 

This kind of software development methodology is suitable for projects where initial 

requirements are vague and are likely to be changed as development goes on. It is 
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commonly used in development of web applications, desktop applications and mobile 

applications [66].   
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3. Case Study Introduction  
 

ABB AB is an international company which consists of five divisions: Power Products, 

Power Systems, Automation Products, Process Automation, and Robotics. The ABB 

Group of companies operates in around 100 countries and employs about 135,000 

people. As mentioned earlier, 800xA is the industrial automation system developed by 

ABB and the main aspect of this system is the process control functionality. This system 

is being widely used, with 9,000 installations worldwide in industries such as Oil and 

Gas, Chemical, Pulp and Paper, Mining, Metals and Life Sciences. 

 

800xA control system integrates electrical control system, process control system and 

maintenance equipment health information. By doing so it increases energy efficiency, 

asset utilization and operator effectiveness.  

 

The users of the 800xA system are maintainers, engineers and operators. Maintainers 

use the system to get the information about problems that should be fixed. Engineers 

are responsible for configuring the system to support production and they are consulted 

for every change made in the process. However, the operators are ones that are 

working with the system 100% of their time, keeping the production going in the plant. 

The extended workplace of 800xA system is presented in Figure 4. As we can see from 

the figure, the extended workplace supports nine big screens for displaying the process 

graphics. 
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.     

 
Figure 6 Extended operator workplace 800xA 

 

3.1. 800xA interfaces 

 

The operators have insight into the system, receive all necessary information and are 

able to control devices through a number of interfaces. Those interfaces are presented 

on three big screens (55” in diagonal) and six smaller screens (23” in diagonal). An 

example of the content of those screens is given in Figure 5.  
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Figure 7 One interface of 800xA 

 

 

On those screens operators can follow the state of the production and act upon 

problems. For instance, they can see the state of valves, and how much they are 

opened, they can check the pressure and temperature in a specific area of production 

or any other aspect provided by the system. For some devices the trend, event list and 

other specific information can also be seen. Furthermore, the system can be configured 

in such a way to notify an operator when some parameters are not in their normal 

boundaries. When alarm state arises, an alarm is presented to the operator so that 

he/she is aware of the problem. 

 

The controlling of the production components is done mostly through faceplates. 

Faceplates are interfaces provided for the most of the controllable devices in the plant. 

The variety of faceplates is big due to many different kinds of devices all over the plant. 

Through faceplates, operators can open or close a valve, set the temperature in some 

boiler, control motors or other components of the process.   

 

The migration of desktop to mobile applications becomes even more challenging when 

the desktop application uses nine screens for presenting its data. It brings up questions 

about how to present the required data in a way that is suitable for the mobile device.  

 

3.2. Environment 
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Apart from all the mentioned challenges for migration, there is an additional constraint 

that becomes important in the industrial context, and that is the tough industrial 

environment.  

 

Environment in which the mobile application is supposed to be used is usually 

extremely harsh and can greatly affect usability of the application, so it needs to be well 

understood. In order to design a useful and usable mobile product, developers have to 

take a close attention on the operators and their needs, and the environment in which 

the application should be used in.  

 

ABB’s System 800xA is used in many different industries. This system is being widely 

used, with 9,000 installations worldwide in industries such as Oil and Gas, Chemical, 

Pulp and Paper, Mining, Metals and Life Sciences [46]. 

Environment conditions in those industries can be different. In Pulp and Paper industry 

for instance, in production area it can be really hot, in some areas wet or dark. In the 

mining industry production can be far away from the control room. There are also some 

specific industries working with toxic materials and it is dangerous to be out where the 

production is taking place.  

 

For all of these reasons, operators in these industries have special safety rules for 

leaving the controlling room. Usually they have to put a helmet on their heads or put on 

protective glasses. Moreover, they often have to wear gloves, special boots or jackets.  

 

3.3. Operators 

 

As a result of the automation of process and introduction of control system, the working 

routine of operators has changed a lot. Nowadays, operators are sitting in the control 

rooms most of their time and their main task is to monitor the plant by analyzing the 

data from the displays and with that, making sure the plant runs orderly and smoothly. 

Although they can control most of the devices from the control room, there are still 

situations in which the operators need to leave the room and operate in the field, among 

the devices. This can happen either when they are performing routine checks of the 

equipment or when they have to try to fix some problem manually. The actual process 

can be distributed over a large area, and can be located far away from the control room, 

sometimes measured in kilometers. This makes operations more difficult for the 

operators in situations when they need to get out of the control room and act in the field.  

 

By leaving the control room, the operator loses insight into the process data displayed 

on the interfaces in the control room. Therefore, the operator must communicate 

(usually by radio) with other operators in the control room and work together with them 
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on fixing a certain issue. This communication tends to be time-consuming and inefficient 

since the operator in the field is dependent on the availability of operators within the 

control room. In critical situations, the operator needs to have quick knowledge about 

specific process data related to their on-field work. Being able to act effortlessly in the 

field turns out to be of great importance. 

 

This challenge can be overcome by giving the operators more independence by 

providing them with the functionalities of the control system that are crucial for their on-

field operations. With the growing capability of handheld devices and the expansion of 

their presence in everyday life, it is logical to think about how they can be used also in 

industrial settings by migrating functionality of complex industrial control system 

applications. The handheld device can be used as a tool in the field to provide 

necessary functionality of the control system. 

 

3.4. Current mobility solutions at ABB 

 

At the moment, ABB provides a mobile solution for the operators which enables running 

the controlling system 800xA remotely on an iPad and accessing all the functionality of 

that system remotely. This means that all the big displays are shrunk to fit the small 

iPad screen. However, this introduces a number of drawbacks. Firstly, the system is not 

designed for small screen sizes, which leads to unsuitable presentation of the system 

interfaces on the mobile devices, resulting in difficult and time consuming navigation. 

Secondly, there is a lot of redundant information which the operator might not need on 

the field, and which can distract him/her from the relevant data. Additionally, the 

commands on the hand-held device are different from the ones on desktop application, 

so for instance, mimicking the right click on the device is not intuitive and can affect the 

overall usability. 

 

For this reason, developing a native app which would contain only the most needed 

functionality from the control system, and which is at the same time usable in the sense 

that it provides intuitive and quick navigation, is something that turns out to be an 

interesting research topic. 

 

The main question in introducing mobile devices in industries is how to break down the 

complexity, migrate some of the functionalities from those applications and make them 

usable on a mobile phone.  
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4. Related work 
 

In the past, there has been plenty of research about how to adapt desktop applications 

to mobile [47]. One of the popular methods is by using remote data visualization. By 

using remote desktop software, the mobile client is able to access the desktop 

application remotely over a network and display its content on the mobile interface. 

From the user interface point of view, this solution introduces many problems and 

results in low usability, which is crucial for user satisfaction [49].  

 

There has been a lot of research on how to perform desktop to mobile adaptations by 

using model-based architecture. For example, Fabio et al [50] have developed a model-

based tool for performing transformations from existing Web applications to different 

kinds of platforms. First, the tool creates a logical description for an interface, after 

which it performs needed transformations in order to generate the interface suitable for 

the particular platform.  

 

Further on, Manasvi Jain et al [48] have focused on reducing the data transfer over the 

network when using remote data visualization in industries, and this was done by 

recognizing dynamic and static control types. However, they did not focus on 

customizing the interface of the mobile product nor increasing usability.  

 

4.1. Desktop to mobile and usability 

 

The above mentioned techniques focus on reusing the desktop interfaces or performing 

different transformations in order to generate a visual presentation suitable for various 

small-screen devices. This approach turns out to be a quick solution for extending the 

desktop system to a mobile one. However, this can result in usability issues and 

unhappy end-users [49]. 

 

Annika H. et al. [51] have done a study in which they compared desktop software which 

was simply presented on a small screen device (tablet) versus the same desktop 

software with tailored interface design for the device. In their study, they had 5 students 

of computer science and 22 students enrolled in the usability engineering course who 

were participating in the usability evaluation activity. They used the one-on-one lab 

environment usability testing technique where the participants were given a number of 

tasks to perform, and the tasks were the same for both of the techniques (presented vs. 

customized).  

 

For the solution which was simply presented from desktop to tablet, it took the 

participants 60 minutes to complete all tasks, whereas for the customized version it took 
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the participants 15 minutes for all tasks. For the first solution, most of the participants 

reported that they were not able to use the software with ease and that they wouldn’t 

use the software again due to poor usability. The main issues were based on the 

misleading presentation of icons and controls on the tablet, which were not suited for 

this device. Some features turned out to be unusable and it was frustrating. The second 

solution aims at customizing the interface design which includes increasing icon size, 

grouping and reorganizing controls from the screen, adding new icons and changing 

their style. The new design was done iteratively by using paper prototypes and 

implementing the solution from scratch. After testing this solution, participants were in 

general a lot more satisfied, reporting that it is very compact and easy to use.  

 

The result of this research shows that customizing the interface to suite the device 

increases efficiency in performing tasks, overall satisfaction and usability in general. For 

this example, Annika H. et al [51] have focused on a simple desktop application where it 

was useful to port all of the functionality from the desktop to the tablet. Therefore, they 

didn’t investigate the different usage scenarios between the desktop and tablet to 

determine if all functionality needs to be ported or if some tablet specific features can be 

utilized to improve the usability. 

 

Studies by [55] indicate that in order to achieve usability, the structure of the mobile 

application should not differ greatly from its desktop version and that the users should 

be able to associate one to another. 

 

A usability study performed by [53] to evaluate the usability of mobile applications in 

industrial field service shows that one of the main flaws is that the mobile app was 

missing some functionality (service reports, error messages…), and the input formats 

weren’t consistent with the legacy application. Their results emphasize the importance 

of consistency between the mobile system and legacy system.  

 

Furthermore, Karat et al. [54] performed a usability study where half of the participants 

were given a new word processing application which had similar appearance to the old 

one, and the other half were given a new word processing application with new visual 

appearance. The second half didn’t perform as well as the first half while using the 

system. While this paper points out the importance of consistency, at the same time it 

doesn’t consider the learning curve needed to grasp using a new system. 

 

Rabeb et al. [57] agree that consistency is important when mobilizing desktop 

applications. They believe that simply following the various design guidelines for 

developing mobile apps aren’t enough when it comes to migrating from desktop to 

mobile. They suggest that the requirements elicitation activity for the mobile app should 

be done with special attention in collaboration with experienced end-users of the 
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desktop application. Finally, they propose a methodology for requirements elicitation 

and perform a case study to test the methodology. 

 

According to Rabeb et al. [57], the desktop application should be analyzed first and as a 

result, the features for the mobile app should be categorized in the following way:  

1. Desktop application features that are possible to move to mobile with none or 

minor changes. 

2. Improved desktop application features - desktop application features that must 

be moved to the mobile app, with major changes 

3. New mobility related features - since mobility introduces additional advantages 

and features, these should be explored in order to see if including them could 

improve the usability of the application. 

 

Figure 8 shows the overlapping of desktop and mobile features [57]. 

 

 

 
Figure 8 Mobile and desktop application features 

 

In order to achieve consistency and choose the right features to move to mobile, the 

earlier user experience of the desktop application is important. For requirements 

elicitation for the mobile app, they [57] propose that the following steps should be taken: 

1. Classical requirements elicitation 

By analyzing the desktop application, develop a list of features (movable or 

improved) that are candidates for the mobile app. 

2. Usability study on the desktop application 
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This should result in knowledge about how the end-users are using the current 

desktop solution, which are the most used features, which features are unused 

(maybe they are better suitable for the mobile solution), and what are the current 

limitations of the desktop app.  

3. Using the results of the usability study to refine requirements for the mobile 

application 

Some features from the initial phase might be dropped, and some new features 

added. 

4. Add features that are mobility related 

These features might improve the usability of the product. 

 

This approach is depicted on Figure 9. 

 

 
Figure 9 Methodology for requirements elicitation 

 

The results from their case study show that the final requirements for the mobile app 

where refined and more suitable for the mobile, and that the steps performed to 

complete actions on the mobile are as similar as possible to it’s desktop version, which 

was considered an advantage. 
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While this paper introduces a new methodology for gathering requirements when 

migrating from desktop to mobile, it lacks information about what types of users should 

be considered in the user studies and how those studies should be performed.  

 

4.2. Mobile solutions in industries 

 

The trend to ‘go mobile’ has also reached the production industry, opening up new 

possibilities for on-field work. 

 

The authors from article [58] see that usage of mobile devices in production industry is 

imperative to increasing efficiency and enabling the workers to access information 

remotely and react quickly upon events in order to keep the production going. They 

agree that usability is key goal for the developing efficient industrial mobile solutions, 

and they recognize that security, connectivity and volume of data are the largest 

concerns. 

 

Markus Aleksy and Bernd [52] have focused on investigating how the mobile 

applications can be adapted for industrial field service in industries and which mobile 

features can be used to enhance usability and provide context-sensitive information. 

They analyze the benefits of using mobile specific features such as GPS or RFID 

scanning for providing context-sensitive information. They emphasize that the industrial 

environment can be dirty, wet, noisy, and therefore imposes additional constraints to the 

developed application. For example, they performed a case study to determine which 

input/output methods can be utilized in mobile applications in field industries. Their 

research shows that the handwriting input is far more suitable for the tough environment 

than the voice operated input, due to heavy noise found in field service. This paper 

shows the importance of investigating different environmental constraints and user 

requirements while designing a mobile solution for industries.  

 

Further on, Elina Vartiainen et al. [59] are researchers at ABB who have done previous 

studies about the challenges of introducing mobile devices in process industry. They 

report that the potential of mobile devices is not fully used in industries, despite the 

enormous benefits they bring such as increased efficiency, productivity and overall 

satisfaction of users. The researchers performed field studies in a copper mine, paint 

factory and flooring plant in order to find out about how mobile devices were being used 

in those industrial environments. They observed the users of the controlling system 

software while they were performing their usual everyday tasks, and they tried to 

identify main flaws in their current way of working so that they could provide innovative 

solutions to their problems by exploiting the mobile device potential. They report that all 

of these sites were already using mobile devices for on-field work. The mobile devices 
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were using remote desktop applications for connecting to the controlling system and 

presenting the same interfaces of the system remotely on the mobile. On Figure 10, we 

can see a presentation of one of those interfaces.  

 

 
Figure 10 Remote desktop 800xA 

 

As we can see, the icons are small and hard to read and the overall appearance is not 

suited for a mobile device. This presentation makes the interaction with the application 

difficult since it requires a lot of zooming and panning in order to complete a simple 

action. 

 

Elina et. al [59] recognized important challenges for mobile solutions in the process 

industry: mobile communication, security, environment and safety. Finally, they propose 

mobile solutions that target the observed problems from the industries. From this paper, 

we recognize the importance of getting to know the user before designing the mobile 

solution. The industrial environment was so much different from the comfortable rooms 

where the desktop application is being used. The industrial environment can constrain 

the mobile application, so research needs to be made before creating a mobile solution, 

because it should be usable in the harsh environment. 

 

Apart from these few papers which are closely related to the industry, there hasn’t been 

much research about how to migrate complex control systems to a mobile device which 

would be used on field for remote controlling of the processes. Therefore, this thesis will 

contribute by proposing a methodology for designing a mobile solution which is based 

on the existing desktop controlling system. 
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4.3. Mobile interface design 

 

As mobile solutions differ a lot from desktop solutions, there are differences in strategies 

for development of applications running on mobile phones. There are many examples of 

the projects for mobile applications with a good idea led by good companies with 

knowledgeable programmers, which have failed because they followed guidelines not 

applicable for mobile application development. [60] As the author in paper [60] 

suggested, there are seven rules to be followed in order to develop a mobile application 

with good interface design: 

 

1. Instead of spending a lot of time analyzing similar projects done in the past and 

solutions that already exist, the focus should be on the users and their real needs. 

Thinking fresh from the very start of the project without any prejudice and with an open 

mind is crucial [60]. 

 

2. Keeping the mind open all the time and recording everything that the users said is 

part of a good preparation. When it comes to making design decisions, the developer 

should be able to support every decision [60]. 

 

3. Never worry about constraints at the beginning of the development. As the author 

suggests, thinking of the constraints can just prevent you from being innovative and 

creative. One should first focus on the users and features of the application, and 

constraints should come last [60]. 

 

4. Focus on the context, goals and needs. The author states that the first activity in the 

development process is defining the user’s context, understanding user’s goals, defining 

tasks that users should perform and at the end searching for ways to filter out the 

content by context (location, media and model) [60]. 

 

5. It is better to start with one device (platform) preferred by users. Usually it is not 

possible to support all existing devices. The author proposes doing some market 

research or looking at server logs when choosing the device to start with [60]. 

 

6. Instead of trying to convert an existing application to a mobile platform, developers 

should focus on the users and their needs and create a brand new application that can 

exploit benefits of mobile phones and present useful information in a good way.  [60]  

 

7. Finally, users want to use the mobile phone quickly and only for the features relevant 

in the context. This is most likely only a subset of all features provided by the original 

desktop application [60]. 
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Those seven rules given by [60] comply to usability engineering lifecycle explained by 

Nilsen [61]. As suggested in [60] Nilsen also set focus on the users. Regarding usability, 

which is of crucial importance in the design of mobile solutions, Nilsen proposes a 

usability engineering model which includes early focus on users, users’ participation in 

the design, coordination of the different parts of the users interface, empirical user 

testing and iterative revision of design based on test results [61]. 

 

Nilsen’s recommendation is not to start the design phase too early. According to him, it 

is important to get to know the user, user’s current tasks, work environment, work 

experience, education level and evolution of the users. As he states, this should be 

done by visiting customer sites and talking to users. This way, by observing the users 

performing tasks in their working environment, developers should be able to identify 

weaknesses and propose solution for improvement. By doing all of these before the 

design phase, later changes in design should be minimized and by that overall cost as 

well [61].  

 

In [63], regarding interaction design, authors see three main characteristics which are: 

focus on user, identifying user goals and refinement of design iteratively. Moreover they 

give four basic activities that should be followed to increase chances for a good design. 

Again, as others, they see users input valuable, so the first activity is “identifying needs 

and establishing requirements”. In this phase, they propose getting to know the user 

and their needs and forming requirements upon that. The second activity is coming up 

with different ideas and this phase was called: “developing alternative designs”. In this 

phase they suggest making conceptual and physical design. Conceptual design is more 

about general functions of the system and physical is more about specific details such 

as colors, menu, buttons and other. The third activity proposed in [63] is “building 

interactive versions of the design”. It does not mean that it should be a working piece of 

software as they explained. A paper prototype can be equally valuable in the beginning 

of the project. Finally, as an important activity they point out “evaluating designs”. In this 

activity usability and user acceptance is measured [63]. 

 

All the papers and books mentioned earlier in this chapter actually have in mind 

Normans designed principles described in [64] when it comes to design. 

 

The importance of user’s feedback and involvement in designing a mobile application is 

recognized also by the company named “Digia”. According to their paper [62], lessons 

they have learned in their projects are that user input is the most relevant for the design 

of the application. They said that it is wrong to implement any feature just because it is 

cheap or easy, or maybe because developers think it is useful. Every design decision 

should emerge from user inputs. According to [62] at the beginning user tests can be 
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done using paper mockups and in later stages for more detailed requirements, 

prototypes of higher fidelity should be used [62]. 
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5. Practical work 
  

As already mentioned this project was done at ABB, Process Automation Control 

Technologies (PACT) in Västerås. The project is a master thesis done in collaboration 

with Mälardalens högskola. The goal was to propose a solution for migrating specific 

features of the system 800xA to a mobile platform. The thesis work was done at ABB 

from 17.2.2014 to 18.7.2014. 

 

In this section, the practical part of the thesis will be explained in detail.  

 

Firstly, the development methodology and how the execution of the thesis was 

organized will be explained in section 4.1. 

 

After that, in section 4.2, the methodologies we used to understand the system and 

gather requirements will be presented.  

 

Further on, the results of our research will be presented in section 4.3 after which the 

gathered results will be processed and discussed in section 4.4.  

 

In section 4.5 the product design will be explained in detail by presenting the paper 

prototype of the developed application.  

 

In section 4.6 there will be given a brief overview of the development environment and 

setup for this project.  

 

Finally, the usability testing methodology will be mentioned and the results of usability 

studies will be discussed. 

 

5.1. Development methodology 

 

The Master thesis is supposed to be completed in 20 weeks. We made a rough 

estimation of time allocated for the thesis work. Here is how we allocated the time: 

           

 - 2 weeks introduction 

 - 6 weeks research 

 - 8 weeks implementation & testing 

 - 4 weeks thesis report 

 

As we will see later, this plan suffered some small changes due to stakeholders input 

during the research phase.  
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After agreeing upon the overall structure of our work, we started thinking about specific 

methodology to be used in the project. Because this is a brand new product and 

requirement changes were expected, we knew that we should be agile. Moreover the 

time for the project was short and we wanted to be as efficient as possible. As we 

already have had a good experience with the Scrum methodology, and the methodology 

is also used in R&D department at ABB, Scrum was a logical choice.   

 

Scrum methodology for this project was a bit modified to fit the number of team 

members (two) and specific nature of the project. Here, all decisions regarding specific 

parts of the Scrum methodology we used are explained and motivated. 

 

The sprints were two weeks long because we estimated that was the minimum time 

needed in order to have some noticeable results to present to our mentors and yet not 

too long time period to waste if we side tracked. The idea behind choosing this Sprint 

length is to try to be as efficient as possible. 

 

Regarding roles in the Scrum team, we named our supervisor as project owner, but 

during the first few sprints he also took the role of scrum master. We were developers 

and after first few Sprints also scrum masters at the same time. Those decisions were 

made because we wanted to follow the Scrum methodology as accurately as possible, 

but with limited number of team members. 

 

The user stories that we had defined at the beginning of our thesis were: 

1. Understanding 800xA 

2. Thesis report 

3. Development environment 

4. Technology investigation 

5. Use case investigation 

6. Design 

7. Prototype 

8. User studies 

9. Administration 

 

Further on, all the meetings originally proposed for Scrum were held. Firstly, we had a 

sprint demo at the end of each sprint (every two weeks) where we presented the results 

of the previous sprint to our mentors and received feedback on what was good, what 

can be better and how to proceed with the project. This demo always resulted in a 

fruitful discussion and allowed our mentors to have a good insight in our work, but also 

for us to see if we are on a good track. After each sprint demo, we had a meeting for 

sprint planning where we would come up with a number of tasks to do for the following 
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week. We also used the backlog for putting up additional tasks. Moreover, we had daily 

meetings in between the two of us, discussing what we should do that day and what the 

issues that we had the previous day are.  

 

Our Scrum board is presented on the following Figure 11.  

 

 
Figure 11 SCRUM board 

 

By setting up Scrum in this way, we counted on minimal time waste and maximal 

progress through constant verification and validation of our work. The positive 

experiences with Scrum we had are the following: 

1. It is easy to respond to changes since the sprints are two weeks long. After each 

sprint demo, we would adjust our plans according to the given feedback. 

2. Early detection of mistakes. If some mistakes were made in the previous sprint, 

they will most likely be detected at the sprint demo (in two weeks), and not 

further on in the project. 

3. The pressure is low when you are constantly in contact with the mentors and you 

know that you are constantly fulfilling expectations throughout the project. 

Presenting the work constantly minimizes the risk that the project won’t be 

accepted or satisfactory at the end. 

4. Using the Scrum board prevents you from forgetting some tasks. 

5. The Scrum board gives an overview of what tasks have been done, and how 

many more are planned for the sprint. This allows you to have an overview of the 

progress of your work the whole time. 
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6. Breaking up the stories into smaller tasks lowers the complexity of a problem 

(Divide and Conquer). 

7. Finally, it is fun moving the stickers around and this motivated us and made our 

work more dynamic. 

 

The experience we had with using Scrum was positive and suitable for similar projects. 

5.2. Learning about the system 

 

As mentioned in the related work, when starting a new project it is important to first 

learn as much as possible about the present state of the system and learn and 

understand the system from different perspectives before proposing the solution.  

 

Having this in mind, getting to know the system 800xA was the first activity that was to 

be done. The system has been developed for years, so it is huge and not easy to grasp 

at once. Being at the place where the system is being developed gave us the perfect 

opportunity to gain the knowledge about it. We had knowledgeable people around us 

and enough literature to find out whatever we needed. It can be said that the process of 

learning about the system consisted of three main activities, overlapping in some parts. 

Those activities were: 

 

 1. Reading user manuals, specifications, prospects, information on the web,  

 2. Presentations given by system architects, developers and people from support, 

 3. Lab sessions and hands on exercises.   

 

Before any presentation given by the people inside ABB, we have tried to learn about 

the system by reading documentation, specification and prospects provided by ABB. 

Also we have learned about industrial controlling systems in general from different 

sources available on the internet. In this phase of learning about industrial controlling 

systems in general and specifically about the system 800xA we have gained an overall 

picture of the main characteristic of this, and such systems. At this point we were ready 

to listen to presentations about 800xA. 

 

The presentations were given by system architects, developers and people from 

support. Each presentation was from a different perspective and informative in a 

different way. From system architects, we got information about the history of a system 

and how it has developed to this size. Developers talked more about specific features of 

the system and from support we got the information on how the system is used in real 

industrial settings. After those presentations we were ready to go to the lab and see and 

feel how it looks in a production simulation.  
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With a supervision of lab stuff, we have spent a couple of lab sessions trying out the 

system and exploring all of its features. Lab sessions were a great opportunity to feel 

the equipment and get a better overview on how the system functions.  

 

Reading, talking to different people working with the system and lab sessions gave us a 

good insight of almost all the capabilities of 800xA and served as a good preparation for 

the next research phase.   

 

5.3. Understanding the problem 

 

After getting an idea about the main purpose and functionality of the control system 

800xA, the next step we performed was gathering requirements for the mobile 

application. The methodologies we chose were performing interviews, field studies and 

sending out questionnaires. Since many previous works has shown the importance of 

including end-users in the requirements elicitation and design phases, our goal was to 

do the same. Additionally, we valued the input and experience from different kinds of 

stakeholders that were related to the system in some way. 

 

5.3.1. Interviews 

 

Twenty-two interviews have been conducted with different system stakeholders within 

ABB. These stakeholders were people who were in some way related to the desktop 

control system 800xA. They had different backgrounds, years of experience and were 

coming from different departments within ABB: Sales, Product Group, Product 

Management, Support, Development and Corporate Research. It was important to hear 

views and ideas from different perspectives and we have recognized different 

values/assets that we received from those internal interviews.  

 

In our work we conducted semi-structured interviews. This type of interviewing has been 

used because we didn’t want to constrain the interviewees, but rather give them the 

freedom to talk openly about their ideas and experiences. This was possible due to the 

fact that all interviewees had enough knowledge about the system and all of them 

already thought about the mobile solution before. This interviewing method is most 

useful in developing new products, since it enables innovation and encourages new 

ideas to emerge from interviews.  

 

The goal of interview  

 

The goal of the interviews was to gather requirements for the mobile application by 

finding out about user’s needs and current problems with the existing remote desktop 
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solution. We set up a few open questions and aspects of the system we wanted to find 

more about. Here we are giving the main focus areas of those interviews: 

 

1. We wanted to make a clear separation of the roles within the plant so we asked 

question related to differences between maintainer, operator and engineer. It was 

important to understand thoroughly the scope of the operator’s responsibilities.  

 

2. Second set of questions aim to supply us with enough information about features of 

the system 800xA that are the most relevant and commonly used by operators. 

Moreover we tried to understand which of those features could be useful while the 

operator is in the field. By knowing those things we tried to extract the main user 

scenarios.  

 

3. Since there is already a remote desktop 800xA solution, we wanted to know what 

drawbacks of that solution are. Also, interviewees were asked about their view of mobile 

solution and how they see the solution for some specific problems.  

 

4. Usability and environment. We asked about the possible environmental factors that 

could influence the usability of the mobile application. 

 

A general form for the interview questions can be seen in Appendix A. 

 

Interview lifecycle 

 

The expectations from each interview were slightly different because of the different 

profiles of the interviewee. This is why we formed three activities to be done for each 

new interview. Those activities are: 

 

1. Preparation for the interview. When interviewing people, we took into account their 

background. This is why before each interview we have spent some time defining 

questions, adding or rephrasing some of them to fit the profile of the next interviewee. 

By doing so we tried to maximize performance of every interview.     

 

2. Performing interview. Each interview started with a brief introduction during which 

we explained the purpose of the meeting. During the interview, the interviewees were 

encouraged to express their ideas and talk about the things they think are relevant for 

the questions asked. Questions that we asked went from general to more specific. This 

way we wanted to get more fresh ideas, because in more general questions people 

have more freedom to express their thoughts and this is where we had the most fruitful 

discussions. We have both taken notes all the time. Each interview lasted around one 

hour. 
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3. Interview summary. After each interview we did an interview summary. In this 

document we put together all the notes that we made during the interview and filled out 

a summary form. In summary of each report we wrote answers to the questions, 

observations and ideas we got.  

 

Bellow is the evaluation of different types of stakeholders and the comparison of their 

contribution to this problematic. 

 

Sales 

 

From interviews with the salespeople we found out about industries system 800xA is 

used in. They also put some more light on the marketing side of the product and what is 

important for them when presenting a new solution to the customers. Furthermore, 

since they have a lot of contacts with the industry they were familiar with end user’s 

feedback about the problems with remote desktop on the iPad. Their basic proposal 

was to keep the same approach and try to make similar solutions for mobile phone, but 

with improved navigation of the mouse arrow on the screen.  

 

 Product Group and Management 

 

In this group of interviewees almost all of them were former developers and system 

architects so their knowledge about the system was huge. They talked mostly about the 

vision of the mobile solution and how the system 800xA will evolve in the future. Their 

input regarding the mobile solution was that the mobile application should be a brand 

new application and solution that will address the specific needs of the operators while 

operating on the field. 

 

Support 

 

Since people form support work close to the end users of the system 800xA they were 

good source of information regarding operator routines and needs in the field. We found 

out about how the system is usually used in industry and what are the main problems 

regarding mobility. Suggestions from support were to focus on providing quick access to 

controllable devices through application and implement core functionalities. Further in 

the master thesis, we discovered that the support can be seen as ‘in-house operators’ 

and their perspective is very valuable since they are familiar with the routines of 

operators, problems they have and environment. 

 

Developers 
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The developers provided us with information what if technically feasible to be done with 

800xA in the scope of mobile solutions since they are the people who work daily on 

development of new features of the system and they have deep technical understanding 

of the system. They explained why some of the features cannot be executed on the 

mobile devices and proposed some alternatives. They agreed that the mobile solution 

for the operators should be a new app fitting specific operator’s needs. 

 

Corporate Research 

 

A research on mobility of system 800xA has been done by CRC quite recently and they 

also pointed out what are the weak parts of the existing solution. Their focus was more 

on customizing the whole system to fit to the mobile device and some of suggestions 

were that emerging cutting edge technologies could be used. For instance, augmented 

reality, mobile projectors and similar advanced technologies. 

 

Interviewing people from different departments was fruitful. As they all had a slightly 

different view of the system, it was important to interview everyone and discuss about 

the system from different perspectives. Only hearing all the aspects of the system we 

were able to make a conclusion. The comparison of the interviewees is presented in 

Table 1 below. 

 

 

Sales Marketing side of the product. Variety of 
industries. Information about customers 
needs regarding mobile solution  

Product Group and Management General vision of the system and its 
mobile strategy 

Support Practical, end-user point of view 

Development Feasibility of implementing certain 
features and effort needed 

Corporate Research Innovation and advanced technological 
solutions 

Table 1 Benefits of different stakeholder inputs 

The design of our solution aimed at integrating solutions from different perspectives and 

designing a product that is feasible, usable for the operators and its environment, which 

is attractive to the customers and also follows the technological trends. 
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5.3.2. Field studies 

 

By writing detailed documentation for each interview with people inside ABB we created 

a good background for understanding requirements for the mobile solution and started 

making some of the design decisions. However, we felt that we would benefit even 

more if we could talk to the real operators of the system 800xA at the plants, in their 

environment and working conditions. We expected to get more details about the 

operator’s needs in field. The operators are target users and their needs and opinions 

are crucial for the research.   

 

The goal of the field studies was to get a better understanding about the operator’s daily 

work routines and the industrial environment the mobile device was to be used in. The 

idea was to speak to the end-users of 800xA, observe them in their working 

environment, and gather requirements for the mobile application.  

 

Three field studies have been conducted at ABB’s customer sites in Sweden:  

1. Pulp and paper plant BillerudKorsnäs in Gävle 

2. Pulp plant SödraCell in Värö 

3. Paint factory Alkro-Beckers in Nykvarn 

 

The structure of the field studies was the same for all three industries. The main 

activities included a tour around the plant and interviewing operators that are working 

with the control system 800xA. A set of specialized interview questions where prepared 

for the field studies. The interview questions for the industry are presented in Appendix 

A. 

 

The three industry visits are summarized below. 

 

Pulp and paper plant BillerudKorsnäs in Gävle  

 

BillerudKorsnäs is a Swedish company which produces pulp and paper which is used 

as packaging material for different purposes. The plant in Gävle contains three big 

control rooms, and each control room is consisted of three parts (workstations) which 

are intended for controlling different areas of the plant. For example, one 800xA 

workstation could be responsible for monitoring only the process inside one boiler of the 

plant. Some of the control rooms were close to the equipment they were controlling, but 

others were quite remote. For example, one control room was a 20 minute walk away 

from the production. The operators from this remote control room would benefit from the 

mobile solution the most, so they were targets for the interviews. Currently, no mobile 

solution is being used at their site. 
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At BillerudKorsnäs, we spoke to two operators and four of their managers. The 

operators were experienced users of the control system 800xA. From the interviews, 

information about the daily routines of operators were extracted. Additionally, they 

reported about which features of 800xA they found most useful for having with them on 

the field. It was an interesting input from the operators and managers that they don’t 

need all the features of 800xA with them on the field, but a specific subset. 

 

They consider that the most important feature of the mobile solution should be 

possibility of controlling industrial equipment over the mobile device. Another important 

feature is having alarm notifications on the phone, which would allow the operator on 

field to instantly have knowledge about critical situations in the field. In this case, the 

alarm list didn’t need to contain all the information that is usually displayed on the 

desktop system. At BillerudKorsnäs, they see the mobile solution as a separate 

application which is customized to satisfy the needs of the operator.  

 

Different suggestions were made by operators for features that could utilize the mobile 

capabilities. Some of them were using video camera for recording defects in the field, or 

using QR code scanning to scan the tag of a device and get quick information about its 

state. 

 

During the tour of the plant, different environmental observations which could influence 

usability of the mobile solution where noticed. Inside the plant, it was dark, wet, hot, 

noisy, and we were required to wear protection equipment such as glasses and 

earplugs. The environment was different from the comfortable, quiet and clean control 

rooms where the desktop system is being used. Additionally, the operators reported that 

they would like to have one hand free when in the plant so that they can use the other 

one for feeling the equipment, and that they want their mobile device to fit in a pocket. 

 

Pulp plant SödraCell in Värö 

 

The pulp plant in Värö has eight operator rooms, with the biggest one containing four 

workstations. They are currently using the iPad for connecting remotely to the control 

system and interacting with it. This is used in the pellets factory, and when they need to 

go to the field, they use a golf car (200 meters distance). 

 

We talked to three operators and three of their managers. They were experienced users 

of the desktop 800xA system. By talking to them, we found out about their working 

routines, and the features they need on field. Just like in BillerudKorsnäs, they consider 

that controlling is the most useful feature of 800xA to have on the field, along with the 

alarm list.  
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According to gathered input, they see the mobile solution as a simple, safe and secure 

application with the most needed functionalities of 800xA that will help the operators be 

more efficient in the field. In their opinion, security and safety are the most important 

aspects of the mobile solution. 

 

The pellets factory operators have been using the remote desktop solution on the iPad 

for two months, so they were not so experienced. Overall, they are satisfied with it and 

see this solution as a large help in their work. The main drawbacks of the remote 

desktop are that it is hard to get an overview of the process since the graphical displays 

are not suited for the mobile device. Moreover, navigation requires a lot of zooming and 

panning.  

 

Paint factory Alkro-Beckers in Nykvarn 

 

The paint factory in Nykvarn is quite small, containing only one control room. They have 

been using the iPad for remotely connecting to 800xA for three years so they have a lot 

of experience.  

 

At Alcro-Beckers, we talked to two operators and the production manager. Just like in 

the previous two industries, they consider that controlling and changing different 

parameters are features that are essential for the mobile applications. Moreover, they 

agree that the mobile application should contain only the subset of features from 800xA 

that are useful for the field operator. They suggested additional features such as 

message sending from the desktop application to the mobile, and push notifications. 

 

The operators at Alkro-Beckers have experienced many problems with the existing 

remote desktop solution regarding low usability. In their opinion, the navigation is time-

consuming and the interfaces are not suitable for the mobile so the presentation is too 

small and contains too much information. They have customized their own screens for 

the iPad and created a display that presents only the information that is useful for them 

to have on the field. 

 

At the end of the field study, the first version of the paper-mockup was presented to the 

operators at Alkro-Beckers. The paper mockups will be presented in more detail in 

section “4.5. Product Design”. Presenting the paper mockups resulted in nice comments 

and the operators said that the design seemed much more usable than the existing 

remote desktop solution and that they could imagine using it in everyday work since it 

looks fast and has the functionality they need. 

 

5.3.3. Questionnaire 
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Due to the limiting time that was allocated for the field studies, questionnaires were 

used to gather additional information about the system from a larger number of 

operators. A questionnaire was sent out to Sodra Cell Värö to evaluate the existing 

mobile solution that they are currently using (iPad with remote desktop). The target 

users were operators that had some experience with the mobile solution and seven of 

them completed the questionnaire.  

 

The questions were both open questions and scales where the operator was supposed 

to grade some features of the mobile solution. The goal of the questionnaire was to find 

out how satisfying the existing solution is, what are its main flaws, how often they carry 

the mobile device with them, what are the main features that are used on-field, and their 

suggestions on how to improve the existing solution. Two kinds of questionnaires were 

created, one for the operators who are already using the remote desktop, and one for 

the operators who do not use any mobile solution in their everyday work. 

 

The results of the questionnaires show that the current iPad solution satisfies 60% of 

the needs of the operators, and that they take it with them to the field only in 40% of 

situations. The main activity which they use the iPad for is controlling devices and 

equipment and looking at alarms. The operators were asked to grade the features of the 

iPad regarding to how useful it is on field, and it turns out that controlling and viewing 

values of devices is the most important features. They considered that having the 

graphical presentation of devices and their connections on the iPad is not in the top five 

priority features. Additionally, they reported on many usability problems, such as the 

graphics being not well fitted for the mobile, small icons, messy interfaces with too much 

information, difficulty of finding things they need and bad design.  

From this research, we can see that all of the operators were frustrated with the 

interfaces of the remote desktop solution and that the usage was not efficient enough, 

since it is not fitted for the iPad. This might be the main reason why the iPad was not 

used so frequently in their work and why the operators weren’t satisfied with this 

solution. Two operators suggested creating new visualization of the data with is suitable 

for the iPad. 

 

After all interviews and questionnaires, we realized that not all features are needed in 

the field and that special attention needs to be given to the design of the interfaces, 

which should allow the operator simple usage and enable him/her  to be more efficient 

in the field.  

 

The questionnaire is presented in Appendix B. 
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5.4. Processing the gathered information 

 

All of the interviews, questionnaires and field studies have provided us with enough 

information to start thinking about the solution.  

 

5.4.1. Use cases 

 

From the information gathered through field studies and interviews, two main use cases 

for the mobile 800xA have been extracted. Those use cases are given in Figure 12. 

 

 
Figure 12 Use cases for mobile 800xA 

 

First situation when operator is outside the controlling room would be when he/she is 

doing on-site monitoring. On-site monitoring is an activity when operator is walking 

through the plant searching for any defects in production. Those defects can be 

anything from single valve leakage to a motor burning. While walking through a plant 

the operator uses all his/her senses to find the defect. He/she can feel some strange 

smell, feel some strange shaking, hear unusual sound or just see abnormal behavior of 

any device. In those situations the operator uses his/her radio connection to report the 

situation to control room and usually ask from the operator in control room to check if 

the system 800xA reports any more information about the problem. The two operators 

then try to solve the problem in collaboration they usually try simple things such as 

restarting a part of the plant or setting up some value. 

 

Also it can happen that operators in the control room notice some strange behavior of a 

specific device and contact the on-field operator. In that situation the operator from the 
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control room tells only the name (or tag) of problematic device. The operators are 

experienced, and when they are told the name of the component, they usually know 

exactly where to go, based on the name. After reaching the specific device, solving the 

problem is the same as in previous case. If the problem cannot be solved the on-field 

operator makes a work order for a maintainer who has more knowledge and 

responsibility in repairing. 

 

On-site monitoring is important because from the control room, operators cannot feel 

the environment in field and cannot rely on the system 100%. They can miss some 

important information for decision making and make a mistake that can stop a 

production for some time.   

 

Second situation when operator is outside controlling room is when he/she realizes the 

problem and there is no one in field, so he/she has to go out of the control room and 

check out the situation. It is common that two operators are sitting at the same 

workstation and monitoring the process. If some problem that cannot be solved from 

control room occurs, one of the operators has to leave the control room and go in the 

field to act. This operator has radio connection with the control room, so that when 

he/she is out it is easy to consult the operator in the control room about the system 

state.  

 

5.4.2. Challenges for mobile 

 

By intensive analysis of the interviews, field studies and questionnaires, the problem 

has been broken in three main parts. 
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Figure 13 Main challenges of mobile 800xA 

 

The first problem to be solved was how to organize the navigation in the application so 

that each object (valve, motor, boiler...) can be reached quickly and easily. When the 

object on the mobile device that should be used is opened, a decision about which 

aspect of that objects to provide has been seen as the second problem. The third 

decision to be made was choosing a right device that would fit the use cases the best. 

Here we are presenting the way we were reasoning about each of these problems and 

explain why we have made each of our decisions.  

 

Navigation 

 

Navigation in application in this context means reaching specific objects (navigating) 

from the mobile application and displaying their default aspects. As discovered in the 

field studies, the operators want to finish their job as quickly as possible when they are 

outside of the controlling room because of usually severe field conditions.  

 

As a result of the interviews, field studies and research, we have proposed a list of 

navigation techniques for reaching objects within the mobile 800xA application. 

Furthermore, the different navigation techniques have been evaluated based on 

different factors in order to determine the technique which is most suitable for the 

purpose of this application. 

 

The following factors were found to be most significant: 
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1. Is it applicable for implementation on the iDevice? This question was important due to 

devices that were predefined for development (iPhone and iPad mini). 

 

2. Is there any additional investment (changes in the system, additional hardware…) for 

the specific navigation type? As it has been discovered during the research phase, 

managers at plants were not happy about any additional investment to be made for 

mobile solutions to function. They want to reuse what they have right now and to 

minimize additional costs. 

 

3. Can it be controlled by one hand? The input from operators and people from service 

in ABB was that it would be preferable if navigation can be done using just one hand. 

This way, the operator could be using his/her other hand for interaction with devices in 

the field, or other objects such as ladders, handles and other.  

 

4. How fast is the navigation? This was another input from the field studies, but also 

from all the interviews as well. Everyone agreed that quick navigation through the 

application is the key of success of the application because it affects the overall usability 

tremendously. 

 

5. Are there any additional environmental constraints that could affect specific types of 

navigation? The example for this would be an application that uses QR codes scanning 

to open any object in field. In the field it can be a lot of dust and dirt so QR codes can 

become unusable and so the application. Those situations were taken into 

consideration when choosing types of navigation. 

 

The list of the navigation techniques together with the evaluation is found in the 

following Table 2: 
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Table 2 Navigation techniques matrix 

 

Four major navigation techniques emerge from the research phase: 

 

1. Navigating through lists. This navigation technique is suitable for iDevices since many  

Applications use lists. The lists would be used for navigating through objects and 

searching for the wanted one. However, there can be different sources for populating 

the lists depending on how the navigation through lists is preferred to be. This solution 

is suitable for one hand usage and it is efficient which means that time reaching any 

object should be short. Additionally no environmental constraints are recognized. 

 

2. Process graphics are the current solution for desktop and remote desktop solution on 

the iPad. The Process graphics can be presented on a mobile device through remote 

desktop. When creating a new application, the additional investment would be to redo 

all the graphics to fit the small screen sizes. This would take a lot of time and effort and 

the result would be graphics which differ greatly from the original system and this is in 

conflict with the “consistency” design rule for migrating desktop applications to mobile. 

Moreover, graphics cannot be used by one hand and they require additional interaction 

such as panning and zooming on the screen. The time to navigate depends on 

customized graphics and there are no environmental constraints.  

 

3. The finding tool would open the object after the object tag name has been given as 

an input. This solution is applicable for the iDevice and there are no additional 
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investments. The find tool should be quick and with no additional environmental 

constraints. 

 

4. A number of navigation techniques were discussed during research phase. Scanning 

techniques usually requires an additional investments such as putting QR codes all 

around the plant and they all have some sort of environmental constraints. For voice 

control it can be noise, for QR codes dirt and for NFC safety regulations. Some of those 

scanning techniques require additional hardware to be used with iDevices and by nature 

they all present a fast way of reaching the wanted object. 

 

Features 

 

After intensive, thorough and structured discussion about navigation techniques the 

same has been done for the features of the system 800xA. Again the table with all 

relevant features to be used on mobile phone has been made and each feature was 

graded by usefulness, level of risk to be used on mobile device and effort to be 

implemented.  

 

In column useful we graded each feature with grades 1(not useful) to 5 (very useful). 

Grades for all the features were mainly from the user input that was received during 

field studies and through questionnaires. Column risky refers to the level of danger for 

the system if feature is used by accident. Grades for this column are from 1(not risky) to 

3 (very risky). At the end, column effort is an approximation about how complicated 

implementing each of the features is (not complicated) to 5 (very complicated). This 

approximation is a product of interviews with developers and Product group at ABB.  

 

  
Table 3 800xA mobile features matrix 
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A discussion about the most interesting features from Table 3 is given: 

 

Faceplate is an aspect of the objects in the system 800xA. It is perhaps the most used 

aspect by operators. Faceplate has many features. Using faceplate operators can view 

values, set up values, turn on and off the device, view trends and view interlocking. 

Here the features mentioned in field studies and interviews are discussed.  

  

1. View values. This feature has been mentioned as most important in all interviews and 

industry visits. Values of different objects can be anything from state of a valve to 

pressure in a boiler. As found out from industry the operator wants to check the value of 

specific object that might be in problematic state while he/she is in on-site monitoring. 

Another case when viewing the value would help is when operator makes some 

changes manually, in this moment he wants to know the system’s response to that 

particular change. 

  

2. View interlocking: Objects are interlocked if they depend on each other. An example 

can be a valve attached to motor. The motor cannot be started unless valve is opened. 

In situation when there is an alarm at one of those devices, operators usually check also 

interlocked devices. This is why operators said that it is important to have a knowledge 

about connected and objects in surrounding of the object in focus.  

 

3. Set up value/turn on and off. One of the essential features of faceplate is remote 

control of devices. Operator can set up a specific value to device and turn it on or off. 

From the operator's point of view this feature is extremely useful in control room, but as 

they said they would also like to have a freedom to control devices while they are out in 

the production. As it has been said by one manager in industry, being able to turn on/off 

devices would also reduce need for big switches which can be very expensive. So there 

are a lot of reasons to put this feature high on priority list. 

 

4. Operator notes. The “Operator notes” feature of faceplate enables operators to write 

down observations about a device. Nowadays, operators are only able to fill in the 

operator note about device while sitting in control room. For them it would be more 

convenient if they had opportunity to write down the note while they are on field in any 

moment. Additionally, operators said that they would like to take a picture and attach it 

to the notes to increase information volume. 

 

5. Alarm list: Through the alarm list operators get information about the current state of 

the system and they receive alarms that can arise on different devices. The job of the 

operator is to try to fix the problem by acting upon alarms from the control room. 

However, in some occasions operators have to leave the room and act directly upon a 
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physical device. In those situations, operators do not have an overview of the system 

and they cannot be sure how they have affected the system. Having the alarm list on 

hand-held devices was one of the first features proposed by operators at 

BillerudKorsnäs. According to them, if an operator is already on the field and has 

access to the alarm list, he/she can respond more quickly. It is important to be aware of 

critical situations at all times. If the operator is already on the field and has access to the 

alarm list, he/she can respond more quickly. There are several ways the alarm list could 

be implemented on the mobile device. The alarm list could be customized based on 

location (show just surrounding alarms), or last 10 occurred alarms, or present alarms 

based on some other attribute. 

 

6. Trend & Event list. These two features are mostly used for fault tracing. After the 

detection of an alarm, operator can check the history of events (Event list or Trend) 

before deciding how to act. Operators said that for them having an alarm feature on the 

phone would be more valuable than having Trend and Event list. 

 

Devices 

 

Nowadays, mobile devices come in many flavors, and the obvious difference between 

the different models on the market is the size. This brings up an important question: 

What size of mobile device is more suitable for the operators performing their 

operations in plants? The mobile application can of course be developed so that it fits 

different types of devices, but if the focus of the application is usability, then it is 

important to perform research about which device size will provide best usability for the 

specific purpose of the application and environmental setting. As a part of our case 

study at ABB, we were provided with an iPad Mini and iPhone 5s and our goal was to 

evaluate how suitable each of these devices can be for this given purpose.  

 

Two dimensions were considered when performing the comparison: 1. On which of the 

two devices can Aspects of 800xA be more easily presented and interacted with and 2. 

What are the important characteristics regarding the mobile device’s design that could 

influence the usability of the device in the given scenarios. The results of the interviews 

and field studies were used as basic inputs for this analysis. 

 

Figure 14 presents the results of the comparison. The Aspects of 800xA are presented 

as pink rectangles, and the device characteristics are presented as yellow rectangles. 

The position of each pink rectangle in the figure presents the suitability of the Aspect for 

the specified device and the position of the yellow rectangles presents the important 

device specific characteristics that are typical for each device.  
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Figure 14 iPhone vs. iPad 

 

The characteristics that turned out to be important are the following: 

 

One hand usage – All of the operators emphasized the importance of being able to use 

the device with only one hand when they are performing on-field operations. In this way, 

they would be able to interact with the application with one hand, and use the other 

hand to interact with the devices in field at the same time (for example, performing 

some operation on the device while watching the response of the action in the 

application). The iPhone is much more suitable for one hand usage due to its size. On 

the other hand, the iPad mini requires two hands for interaction.  

 

Easy to carry – The operators reported that they would like their mobile device to be 

able to ‘fit in a pocket’. This way, they would always have it with them, and it would 

minimize the risk of the operator ‘forgetting’ his/her device in the control room (which 

was frequent at the sites that already used the remote desktop iPad solution). 

Additionally, the operators sometimes have to access remote locations to reach the 

devices in the plants, e.g. climb ladders and other. For these reasons, the iPhone is a 

better solution than the iPad. The alternative for using the iPad in such situations would 

be using a case to carry it around the neck. However, then there is still the ‘one hand 

usage’ problem.  
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Quick usage – The nature of using the larger and smaller screen mobile devices 

differs. For example, iPad is usually used for longer actions such as browsing the Web, 

using document editors for reviewing texts, previewing documents, reading books and 

such. On the other hand, iPhones are more suitable for quick actions, usually sending a 

text message or making calls.   

 

User age – Small screens with small information displayed and small buttons (or other 

input controls) could make it difficult for older people to interact with the system. That’s 

why the age of the users can sometimes influence design decisions. The design of the 

device should take this into account to include big enough text and button size. 

 

Keyboard input – Using the keyboard on the small screen device can be troublesome, 

especially if the user is wearing gloves (which is common in field-operations) or has 

thick fingers. Therefore, it should be investigated which “Aspects” require keyboard 

usage for performing actions to help deciding which device to choose.  

 

Additionally, in Figure 14, we can see that the Faceplate, Alarm list, and Video Aspects 

are equally suitable for both the iPad mini and iPhone 5s taking into account the device 

characteristics, since the data could be presented well on both the small and large 

screen. The main factor that influences the easiness of presentation of an aspect is the 

amount of information the aspect contains and must present to the end-user. For this 

reason, Process Graphics would be better presented on an iPad mini rather than on the 

iPhone 5s because of the large amount of information it contains. Additionally, the Work 

Order requires keyboard usage and for this reason it is located on the side of the iPad. 

5.5. Product design 

 

Based on the summary of the research, we suggested nine mobile-specific principles 

that should serve as a basis for designing the mobile application. 

 

5.5.1. Design principles  

 

The nine principles are the following: 

 

1. Minimize engineering 

 

The engineering activity is the major activity when a customer is supplied with the 

system 800xA. It includes setting up the system, different kinds of plant specific 

configuration, and customizing the process graphics for the specific plant. As mentioned 
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earlier, the process graphics are the essential part of the system, since they allow the 

operators to observe the devices in the plant and their connections.  

Presenting the process graphics on the mobile device in a customized way would 

require additional engineering activities which are costly and time-consuming. The 

additional engineering activity would be specific for each customer, and would therefore 

require additional workload. Even if the graphics from the nine screens were fitted in 

some way on the small interface of the mobile phone, this would result in complex 

navigation and would require more interaction than if for example, lists were to be used 

for navigating. Moreover, the process graphics on the phone would differ from the 

process graphics on the desktop solution, so this would bring additional confusion for 

the operators since they are experienced with 800xA and used to the positioning of 

each device on the screens. 

Therefore, our solution aims at minimizing the engineering and providing an application 

that will be able to be installed on the mobile device without additional configuration. 

Since the main engineering activity for the mobile solution is regarding the process 

graphics, the existing system 800xA has been analyzed and there has been found a 

way to extract the data from the existing process graphics. This data can then be 

displayed in a way which is suitable for the mobile device.  

 

For this reason, the functional purpose of the process graphics was observed, rather 

than the feature as itself. Based on the research, it turns out that the functional purpose 

of the process graphic was different for on-field usage and for desktop usage. In the 

control rooms, purpose of process graphics is to visualize the industrial process and 

give the operator an overview of the system, so that he/she can easily detect flaws and 

solve alarmed situations. On the other side, the purpose of the process graphics in on-

field activities was to navigate to the specific object which is problematic, fix the issue 

quickly, read response parameters, and return to the control room. The operator will not 

spend more time than needed in the field.  

Based on the functional purpose, it can be concluded that a different kind of method for 

navigation can be used for the mobile solution, other than the process graphics, which 

can result in a more usable system which requires no engineering, and enables more 

efficient usage. 

 

2. Easy to use, simple application 

 

According to the results of interviews and field studies, it turns out that the current 

mobile solution provided on the iPad (by using remote desktop) is too complicated and 

contains too much information which is not used on field. The goal of the design we 

propose is to be as simple as possible and allow easy usage. Navigating between 

screens as well as performing all wanted actions should be as intuitive as possible and 

contain minimum steps.  
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3. Consistency with 800xA 

 

Since the users of the mobile solution are operators who have been using the desktop 

system 800xA for years, and who spend most of their working day monitoring the 

process on the big displays, it is important to provide a mobile solution which is to some 

degree consistent with its desktop solution. Otherwise, the operator would need to 

change mindsets every time he/she used either one of them. The visual appearance is 

difficult to make similar, because of the large complexity of 800xA, but at least some 

logic behind the system can be reused.  

 

As mentioned earlier, 800xA is a system which is based on the Aspect/Objects 

architecture. For example, an object could be a valve, motor, boiler or other. For each 

object, there is a list of aspects which represent different types of information for that 

specific object. For example, a motor could have a faceplate, event list, trend or others 

as aspects. On the desktop solution, accessing the aspects of an object is usually done 

by right-clicking on an object icon (in the process graphics). The right click would open 

up a menu with all the aspects for that object. For the mobile application, we wanted to 

provide the same logic. Therefore, for each object that is being viewed, it should be 

possible to open all aspects of that object with a certain gesture. However, since the 

mobile applications don’t support right click, this gesture was made to be consistent with 

the standard mobile interactions. 

 

 

4. Navigation based 

 

The proposed design is based on navigation through objects that are located in the 

plant hierarchy and their aspects. As mentioned earlier, quick navigation is crucial for 

mobile solutions in process industry, and for this reason, this is the core of the design. 

 

5. Safety  

 

The main reasons behind why industries are still resistant to introducing mobile 

solutions are caused by safety and security concerns. As reported in the field studies 

and interviews, the mobile solution introduces some safety concerns. Since the touch 

screen mobile devices are sensitive to gestures, and mobile devices include additional 

interaction with the system, the probability of making a mistake and changing something 

in the system accidentally increases. In process industries, making a mistake could 

result in major losses in production. Therefore, the possibility of accidentally completing 

some actions should be minimized, in order to develop a solution which is usable. For 

example, if you want to turn on a motor, it shouldn’t be possible to do it with only one 
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gesture, but multiple gestures and confirmation messages should be required, based on 

the threat of a specific action. 

 

6. Consistency in gestures 

 

The consistency in gestures complements the simplicity principle in creating a more 

usable and efficient application. There are certain gestures that have the same meaning 

throughout the application. Swipe down always opens up the alarm list, swipe right goes 

one step back in the plant hierarchy and swipe left opens up the aspects menu. These 

gestures enable quick access to the most needed features of the application: alarm list, 

aspects and objects. This allows the operators to act quickly in field and access most 

needed features effortlessly.  

 

7. Environmental constraints 

 

As mentioned earlier, the environment in which the mobile solution is used differs 

greatly from the environment where the desktop application is used. The environment in 

the production facilities can be dirty, wet, noisy or dark. The operators could be wearing 

protective glasses, gloves or other equipment that could constrain them in interaction 

with the mobile device. In certain situations, they might be climbing ladders to reach 

certain devices, and in these situations they need to have free hands to be able to do 

that. Additionally, the operators report that they would like the device to be able to fit in 

pocket, and they consider having one hand free important while using the device. For 

example, they might want to adjust some valve with one hand, and look at the response 

in the system on the device in the other hand. 

Therefore, our solution focuses on the design for the iPhone, because it is considered 

more usable in these situations. However, the solution could be easily extended to fit 

the iPad in the future, and in that case even more features could be supported.  

For these reasons, the application does not support any zooming, panning or other 

sophisticated gestures such as multi-touch gestures.  

 

8. Motivate Design decisions 

 

During the requirement gathering phase we have received a lot of information from 

different stakeholders. As it was explained earlier, each group of stakeholders was 

consulted regarding their specific area of expertise.  

 

The design phase heavily relied on the requirements gathering phase. This means that 

each design decision had to be consistent with findings from the requirements gathering 

phase. Additionally, we have considered the related work in the area of usability and 

mobile solutions in general which have been mentioned previously in this thesis.  
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The goal behind our design is to be able to motivate each decision and to trace it back 

to the specific group of requirements and/or best practice. Additional time was spent 

combining all features to logically fit the same design concept.     

 

9. Easy to extend  

 

In section XY, we have shown the difference between iPhone and iPad mini. Each of 

these two devices has their own strengths and weaknesses. Since we chose the IPhone 

as a target device we tried to make such a solution that could in future also be 

implemented for the iPad, with a minimal engineering time.  

 

Designing an extendable solution is important because, despite that majority of the 

customers want IPhone application, it is possible that someone can insist on using an 

iPad. With this design it should be rather easy to migrate from iPhone to iPad than other 

way around. 

 

5.5.2. Paper prototype 

 

After having performed all necessary interviews, field studies, analysis of the gathered 

requirements and planning for the design (suggesting device type and design 

principles), the interfaces were ready to be designed. However, it has been decided to 

first create paper prototypes based on all of the inputs that were received during the 

previous phases. This would allow early validation of the requirements and usability, but 

also minimize design flaws which could happen later in the project and result in 

additional cost and time. The simple paper prototype technique turned out to be cost-

effective and quick to create. This low-fidelity prototype allows early validation and 

should serve as the basis for the development of the final prototype.  

 

As mentioned by [], in order to be innovative, you cannot constrain yourself. We had the 

iDevice design principles in mind, but didn’t want to constrain/limit ourselves as 

designers in using only standard controls and actions but rather than that, the basic 

question that we had in mind was “how to meet the needs of the operator and make the 

application intuitive, useful and usable”. So even though some actions we chose are not 

typical for the iDevice, we have decided to use them since we decided that they would 

add to the usability greatly. However, it is important to be careful about changing 

standard behavior of devices since this can result in creating confusion with the users. 

That is why each design decision should be carefully thought of. 

 

In Figure 15, three screens of Mobile 800xA are presented.  
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Screen 1 and Screen 2 

 

The login screen should be as simple as possible. In our proposal, each operator should 

have their own username and password. By logging into the system, the operator would 

get only information about the part of the plant he/she is responsible for. This is the 

information that is essential for the operator while out in the field. This is entered by 

using the keyboard. As mentioned earlier, using the keyboard is not preferred on small 

devices and industrial settings, therefore, this should only be done once (unless the 

operator logs out manually and decides to log in again). Additionally, the phone should 

go to sleep, without losing the session, if not being used for some period of time 

(preferably less than 30 minutes). To avoid using the keyboard and making the users 

frustrated every time the screen goes to sleep, the ‘wake-up’ password should be 

numeric and in the style of the iDevice which allows easy typing four security digits to 

re-enter the system. No sessions should be lost. This screen is presented on Screen 2.  

This feature is an improvement to the remote desktop iPad solution, which is designed 

to end a session after a certain period of time.  

 

Screen 3 

 

On Screen 3, we can see three major parts.  

 

First, there is a red line on the top of the screen, which presents an indication of an 

alarm occurrence. The alarm is one of the most important Aspects of the application, 

and one which should be visible from all screens so that the operator could respond to 

the alarm appropriately and on time. Therefore, when the alarm occurs, the red bar will 

appear allowing the user to ‘Swipe down” from any screen in order to access the “Alarm 

List”. The “Alarm List” will be explained in more detail together with Screen 10.  

 

The second part of the screen is a bar containing only one button with a balloon icon. 

This button represents the messaging functionally which can be implemented in several 

ways which were found to be useful: 1. Video/Voice conference with the control room, 2. 

Push notification from the control room to the operator or 3. Exchanging messages with 

the control room. 

 

The rest of the screen interface is reserved for the navigation functionality.  As a result 

of user and field studies and the different navigation techniques analysis, our solution 

proposes using lists as a way to navigate to the object that operators are searching for. 

In this screen, the list represents the overview of the part of plant the specific operator is 

responsible for (highest level): FARM 1, FARM 2 and FARM 3. The red indicator next to 
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“FARM 2” means that there is an active alarm in that farm and this allows additional 

information about alarms and the operator’s surrounding.  

 

 

 
Figure 15 Mobile 800xA screens 

 

 

 

Since navigation was one of the main design decisions that were needed to make when 

attempting to migrate the big screens to the mobile device, this part will be explained in 

detail. The proposed mobile solution should read object information from the existing 

process graphics screens and populate the lists with the names of objects from the 

corresponding process graphics screen. This means that one list in the mobile 

application corresponds to one screen from the process graphics, and the objects they 

contain are the same instances, but just with different presentation. This is illustrated in 

Figures 16 and 17. 
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Figure 16 Navigation through desktop 800xA interfaces 

 

 
Figure 17 Navigation through mobile 800xA interfaces 

 

The main reasons for choosing this design were the following: 

1. The operators spend most of their day in front of the big screens monitoring the 

process, and they are familiar with the logical grouping of objects on the process 

graphic screens. For them, it is intuitive to have the objects that they would 

usually see together on one screen in the same grouping in the mobile 

application. This enables consistency between the two applications and 

decreases the learning curve for the new application.  
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2. This solution requires no extra engineering, since the data can be read from the 

existing system and presented as lists. 

3. It is recommended that there is a maximum of four levels in the plant structure, 

so this would make it possible to reach the needed object in maximum of three 

clicks and a few scrolls. Additionally, the process graphic screen usually contains 

no more than 40 objects (according to interviews). This would satisfy the main 

need of the end-user which is: navigate as quickly as possible to the object and 

act. This solution is an advancement to the existing remote desktop iPad solution 

where it is needed to perform many interactions like zooming, panning and 

clicking to reach the wanted object. 

4. The operator’s main purpose on field is not to monitor the process (that is the 

purpose in the control room), their main purpose is to act, which means navigate 

quickly to a specific object and perform actions. For this reason, they do not need 

the redundant extra information from the screens while navigating, so this makes 

the name and tag enough information for the operator to reach his/her wanted 

object. According to the field studies, most of the operators know the objects by 

their name or tag, so they would be able to recognize them by the name on the 

screen. 

5. The list structure is one of the main navigation techniques for the iDevice so it is 

intuitive for the end-users. 

 

As we see, by gaining thorough knowledge about how the original system works, how 

the end-users are using it and what are their main needs for the mobile system, we 

were able to motivate a simple, efficient, consistent solution for navigation. 

 

Screen 4 and Screen 5 

 

These two screens represent the lower levels of the plant structure. By clicking on 

“FARM 2” on Screen 3, Screen 4 is presented and displays a list of three boilers. Now, 

in the middle section of the screen, we can see that it is written “FARM 2”, which 

indicates the container of the devices listed below. From the list we are now choosing 

the “BOILER 1”, since there is a red alarm on the device contained in “BOILER 1”.  

 

The previous action opens a new screen, Screen 5. In the list of Screen 5, there are 

listed a number of Motors and Valves. Below the names of the objects there is also their 

tag, which serves as additional description of the object. The list is sorted by the type of 

the device, so that first all the motors are listed and after that all the valves. If there are 

more types in that process graphic screen, then there will be more types in the list. This 

way of sorting helps the operator to reach his/her wanted object more quickly. From this 
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list the operator can see that the alarm is arising from Valve 2.  

 

 

 
Figure 18 Mobile 800xA screens 

 

Screen 6 

 

Simply by clicking on the “Valve 2” in Screen 5, the faceplate as the default Aspect is 

opened. The faceplate is presented on Screen 6. The main functionality of the faceplate 

are the buttons for controlling the device, and changing different parameter values. The 

faceplate can be different for different devices. For safety reasons, if the operator wants 

to change some value or control a device, they must confirm their actions. This is one of 

the safety measures and the confirmation screen is presented on Screen 7. In this low 

fidelity mockup, the design of the faceplate presents only the functionality that is needed 

for the faceplate. Additional effort should be invested in design decisions concerning the 

faceplate, especially because there can be many different types of faceplates and this 

must be considered in the further prototypes. 

 

 

Screen 7 and Screen 8 

 

Screen 7 represents the confirmation screen. Critical actions must be confirmed. The 

information that is necessary to be presented on this screen is: 1. the name of the 

object that wants to be modified and 2. the action. This gives the operator enough 

information to be able to confirm the action. The idea is that the “OK” button for 

confirming the action should be smaller than the “CANCEL” button, to lower the 
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possibility of the operator accidentally clicking on the “OK” button (which is one of the 

worries of industrial workers when imagining the mobile solution). 

 

 

 
Figure 19 Mobile 800xA screens 

 

If we look back to the Screen 6, in the middle section of the screen, left from the 

“VALVE 2” button, there is a button marked by three dots. By pressing this button, a 

side menu is opened showing the exact path from the highest view (FARM 1) to the 

lowest presentable component (VALVE 2). This side menu is presented on Screen 8. 

The Underlined names in this menu are shortcuts to the indicated part of the plant (to a 

list), so that if operator chooses to click on “FARM 2”, the Screen 4 would be opened. 

This is an additional navigation technique, but also helps the operator check at any time 

where he/she is located in the plant hierarchy.  

 

Screen 9 

 

At any moment the operator can swipe left, from the right edge. By this gesture, the 

aspect menu is opened as a right slide menu presented on Screen 9. Since everything 

in the system follows the Aspect/Object logic (Consistency principle), this was a 

convenient way of exposing all the aspects of the currently opened object. On Screen 9 

the aspect menu is opened of the object “Boiler 1”. In this aspects menu, most important 

aspects for the mobile version are presented as icons: Faceplate, Alarm List, Operator 

Notes, Event List and Trend. The menu is easily extendable with additional aspects 

which turn out to be important in the field. 
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Figure 20 Mobile 800xA screens 

 

Screen 10 

 

Further on, the ‘alarm list’ is easily accessible from every screen just by using the ‘swipe 

down’ gesture. This is important in case of alarm so that the operator can react quickly 

to critical situations. Additionally, if the operator performs some change physically on a 

device, the alarm list can be checked to see if the change has aroused new alarms. 

This is done by swiping the red indication from the top down on any screen. The 

example of an alarm list is shown in Screen 10. In the alarm list, devices are also listed 

in a specific order. On top, all the alarms related to a specific part of the plant are listed 

and after those alarms in next section there are all other alarms that exist in the other 

parts of the plant the operator is responsible for. An example is given in Screen 10, 

where we can see alarms related to the “Boiler 1”, the place we are currently located in 

the hierarchy of the plant (in the application).   

 

Screen 11  

 

Finally, the operator should also be able to reach Screen 11 from any screen. Some 

additional features and application settings are added here. These features are: 

Logging off, changing the presented structure, scanning the QR code of a device and 

navigating directly to its faceplate and shutting down a whole plant. This screen is a 

place for adding more specific features and expanding functionalities. One of the useful 

features for enhancing the operator efficiency is the scanning of QR codes functionality. 

This functionality would allow quick navigation to a specific faceplate and localization of 

the device in the plant hierarchy. However, the limitation here is that the operator must 
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be standing in front of the physical device in order to use the scanning functionality. 

Additionally, the benefit of implementing this functionality increases with already having 

implemented the plant hierarchy and navigation with lists. In this way, the operator 

would be able to view information not only about the device of interest, but also the 

context of the device, the devices around it and their connections. For this reason, 

navigation by using scanning of QR code is seen rather as an additional navigation 

technique, and not the main one. 

 

5.5.3. User manual 

 

After a few refinements of the above proposed solution, the interaction with the 

application can be presented with the help of a simple user manual which can fit on one 

A4 page. This user manual is presented on the illustration below (Figure 21). The 

mentioned refinement is the additional tab at the bottom of the screen which allows 

easy accessibility to the “Scan object” functionality, “Favorites menu” and “Main menu” 

where additional settings are listed. 
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Figure 21 Mobile 800xA user manual 

 

5.5.4. Conclusion 

 

As we can see, the 9 design principles for our proposed mobile solution are clearly 

visible throughout our paper prototype mockup: 

1. Minimize engineering 

By reusing the process graphic screens, we were able to think of a solution for 

navigating through the plant by using lists. This way, there is no need for 

customizing graphics or performing customer specific engineering processes for 

each customer. 

2. Easy to use, simple application 

By performing detailed user-studies, we were able to design a solution which 

contains only the necessary functionality which satisfies the main use cases for 

the operator performing on-field activities. This reduced the complexity of the 

design and enabled the development of an application which would be intuitive 

and simple to use for the operators. The research about best design principles 

mentioned in section 4 served as a basis for designing usable screens and using 
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lists for navigation increased the simplicity further. A visible measurement of the 

simplicity is the user manual and the fact that it can fit on one page. 

3. Consistency with 800xA 

By reusing the Aspect-Object paradigm and finding a way of visualizing the 

process graphic screens by using lists, the mobile system incorporates similar 

features to its desktop solution 800xA. This is important because it makes the 

system more intuitive to use and decreases the learning curve and confusion for 

operators who are working with desktop 800xA most of the day. 

4. Navigation based 

The whole application is navigation based, and the plant hierarchy is the main 

structure in the application. This allows the operator to at all times have 

knowledge about the devices of interest and their context. The operator is always 

navigating through objects, and accessing aspects of the objects. 

5. Safety  

For critical operations such as controlling a physical device or changing 

parameters, the operator is asked to confirm the operation, in order to ensure 

that no action is taken by accident. Further on, the mobile application goes to 

sleep every once in a while. 

6. Consistency in Gestures 

The main gestures in the application always correspond to the same action, no 

matter which screen the operators is located on. Swipe down: open alarm list. 

Swipe up: open settings list. Swipe left: go back in hierarchy. Swipe right: open 

aspects menu. This makes the application easy to use since the core 

functionalities are accessed mostly by using these gestures. As a result of this, 

the user manual can be presented with only one figure. 

7. Environmental constraints 

Different environmental constraints have been taken into account when 

designing the prototypes, such as reasoning about navigation techniques, 

environmental influences and equipment the operators are wearing in the field 

(this makes keyboard usage difficult,-no small icons like graphics and so on). 

8. Motivate design decisions 

Each design decision (gesture, navigation technique, location of icons and 

controls, functionality, flow) has been motivated and carefully thought of in order 

to achieve high usability and satisfaction of the end-user (operator).  

9. Easy to extend 

The application introduces the core functionality for the operator needs. The 

biggest challenge was migrating large screens to the smallest mobile device 

iPhone. If that was possible, it can be easily extended to an iPad, also adding 

different functionality. Additionally, this solution could be easily modified to be 

supported new functionality on the ‘settings screen’, or to support new aspects 
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on the ‘aspects menu’, or to add QR code scanning (or different scanning 

techniques), because the hierarchy is the base.  

 

5.6. Implementation 

 

For the thesis work, the front end of the application has been developed (High fidelity 

prototype). This was because of two reasons. The first reason is lack of time that we 

had, so it was not possible to connect the application to the real system and extract 

data. We have decided that it was more important to develop the front end and test it 

upon usability. If the tests show that the design is good, then it would be reasonable to 

continue and implement the connection to the real system. This can be seen as an 

iterative way of developing the design and implementing. 

 

Since the main language among the developers of the 800xA is C#, one of the 

requirements was that we should write code in C#. Since the target device was an 

iPhone, for the best performance we had to use Xamarin Studio 

(http://xamarin.com/studio). Xamarin Studio allows writing code in C#, can connect to IB 

(Interface Builder) of the xCode and generate native applications for iOS. One additional 

advantage of using Xamarin is the ability for high code reuse when changing the 

platform.  

 

For the purpose of this project, we have used Mac mini with OS X version 10.9.3. for 

development. The development environment was Xamarin Studio (version 4.2.5) with 

Xcode (version 5.1.1). 

 

5.7. Quality assurance (Usability testing) 

 

The goal of the usability test was to discover issues that can affect usability of the 

proposed solution for “Mobile 800xA”.  

 

5.7.1. Usability test setup   

 

The tests were performed with four users, one by one, so they didn’t influence each 

other. Three out of four users were developers working with system 800xA and one was 

their manager. The average work experience with system 800xA of the users is slightly 

more than one year, so they were all familiar with the system, but not with a mobile 

solution that we were about to test. Due to organizational and time constraints, we were 

unable to perform the usability tests with the end users (operators).  

 

http://xamarin.com/studio
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The think-aloud technique was used for the usability test along with the questionnaire 

technique. The test consisted of three main parts.  

 

1) First the users were provided with the user manual and given time to analyze 

it and to learn how the application works, until they felt comfortable using it. In 

this part, the time for learning was measured.  

2) After that they were given the prototype application to interact with and the 

scenarios and tasks. They were asked to imagine themselves in certain 

situations and to perform the described tasks while thinking aloud (saying 

whatever they were thinking about as they perform the given tasks). The 

users’ thoughts and comments were noted in this part.  

3) At the end, users performed a short questionnaire to express their feelings 

about the application. Results of all three parts were considered when 

evaluating the design of the application. 

 

The test containing the scenarios that was used in this evaluation is presented in the 

table below (Table 3). 

 

Task Scenario of action Task Description 

0. You have just been given the 
application “Mobile 800xA”. You 
want to learn how to use it before 
starting to use it in the field. 

1. Analyze the user manual and try 
out the app until you grasp the 
concept. 

 

1. You are walking around the pulp 
plant as a daily routine. You notice 
that “Motor 3” is shaking. You 
decide to check the faceplate for 
“Motor 3”. You know that Motor 3 is 
in “Farm 2” - ”Boiler 5”. 

1. Navigate to “Motor 3”  
2. Open faceplate and examine 

values 
 

2. You are looking at the faceplate for 
“Motor 3” and decide you want to 
check another aspect. 

1. Open any other available aspect 
for “Motor 3”. 

3. You want to use the hierarchy 
overview of the application and 
navigate back to the top object. 

1. Open hierarchy overview 
2. Go to the top object 

4. Suddenly, you receive an alarm. 
You go to one of the top priority 
alarms faceplate and change one 
parameter in order to fix the 

1. Open alarm list 
2. Go to faceplate of object with top 

priority alarm 
3. Change one of the parameter’s 
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situation. value 

5. “Valve 1” is always causing many 
alarms. You are walking around 
the pulp plant and you want to 
check if there is any active alarm 
for “Valve 1”. 

1. Open alarm list 
2. Analyze alarm list by searching 

for “Valve 1” 
3. Close alarm list 

6. You want to check which aspects 
“Boiler 8” has. 

1. Navigate to “Boiler 8” 
2. Open aspects menu 
3. Analyze aspects menu 
4. Close aspects menu 

7. You want to check where “Boiler 8” 
is in the plant hierarchy 

1. Navigate to “Boiler 8” 
2. Open hierarchy overview to 

check where the object is in the 
plant hierarchy 

3. Close hierarchy overview 

Table 4 Usability test scenarios 

 

5.7.2. Usability Test results 

 

The results of the user tests will be presented here. As mentioned earlier, the results 

are based on the questionnaires and observing users’ behavior during the test (listening 

of what the user said and watching what the user is doing). 

 

While learning about the application and using it, users made a number of comments 

specifying what they like, don't like and what they expected. The lists of the most 

relevant comments (and the number of users that had each opinion) are presented in 

Table 5 and Table 6: 

 

Improvement comments Number of 
comments 

Expected text box clickable on faceplate 4 

Tried to close hierarchy view by swiping left 4 

Tried to open hierarchy by swiping right 4 

Difficult to close alarm list by using the swipe up gesture 4 

Expected aspect menu to slide while opening 1 

Expected YES or NO as proposed answers to safety questions 1 

Proposed adding additional notation for the object in list that has an alarm 1 
Table 5 Usability test comments for future improvements 
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Possitive feedback Number of 
comments 

Opening alarm list is quick 4 

It is easy to navigate 4 

The style of the alarm list looks familiar to existing system 1 

Was surprised to see lists instead of graphics 1 
Table 6 Usability test - Possitive feedback from users 

The “Improvement comments” can be used in the future to increase the usability of the 

product even more, enhance the user experience and provide a more intuitive solution. 

 

When planning the test, critical interactions (interactions that should be very quick) were 

predicted and the following measurements have been completed (Table 7): 

 

Criteria Time 

Time for completing test (s) (4,5+13+7+6,5)/4 s = 7,5 s 

Time that users spent learning (s) (2+2+1+10)/4 s = 3,75 s 

Number of attempts to close alarm list to succeed (1+3+4+8)/4 = 3,25 times 

Number of attempts to open alarm list to succeed (1+1+2+1)/4 = 1,25 times 

Number of attempts to change value in faceplate to 
succeed: 

(3+3+3+2)/4 = 2,75 times 

Table 7 Usability test - Duration of different interactions 

Additionally, how the users graded learnability, simplicity and efficiency (on a scale from 

1 to 10 with 10 being the greatest grade) can be seen in the following Table (Table 8): 

 

 Learnability Simplicity Efficiency 

User 1 9 9 9 

User 2 8 8 8 

User 3 7 8 9 

User 4 7 8 10 
Table 8 Usability test- Usability grades 

The questionnaire is shown in Appendix C. 
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6. Conclusion 
 

6.1. Summary 

 

Mobile applications have found their relevance in almost all aspects of everyday life, 

and the benefits of going mobile have become an important factor in many fields. 

However, mobile devices have not been utilized enough nor adapted to the full extent in 

industrial process automation. This is mainly because of the many challenges faced by 

migrating complex industrial control systems to mobile devices. 

The goal of this thesis was to demystify and analyze the problem of migrating industrial 

control applications, which are displayed on big screens, to mobile devices and propose 

a methodology for this migration. 

 

The main research question was: 

 

RQ: The goal of the thesis is to propose guidelines for migrating industrial automation 

applications (big screens) to mobile platforms (small screens) by keeping the usability 

and usefulness. 

 

We have addressed this problem by first performing in depth analysis of state of the art 

regarding this matter. The research included studying existing best practices and 

solutions for migrating desktop applications to mobile applications. The existing 

solutions all emphasize the importance of usability and customizing the interface design 

for specific devices in order to enhance the user experience and satisfaction. Further 

on, we extended this research by analyzing the current way of using mobile phones in 

different industries. Here, the importance of adapting the mobile phone to usage in 

harsh environments turned out to be important. Finally, the research showed that in 

order to achieve high usability when migrating big screens to a small screen, mobile 

interface design is crucial. The main focuses of mobile interaction design are: focus on 

the user, identifying user goals and refinement of design iteratively. 

 

Additionally, different requirement gathering techniques, design principles, and quality 

assurance techniques have been studied in order to propose an efficient and applicable 

methodology for solving the main research problem. 

 

This research has served as a foundation for proposing a methodology and defining 

design principles in cases of migrating industrial applications to mobile. 

 

A case study has been performed at ABB Process Automation Control Technologies in 

Västerås where this knowledge has been evaluated. The specific problem at ABB was 
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mobilizing the existing control system 800xA for the operator as the target user, with the 

focus on usability. This includes learning about the system and investigating work 

routines of the operator by performing interviews, evaluating pros and cons for system 

functionality on a mobile device vs. on the operator console in the control room, 

investigating how to present data on small screen devices as a contrast to the big 

monitors in the control room and reasoning about technology and design issues. The 

result of the practical work in the case study was a prototype mobile application for the 

iPhone 5s mobile phone. 

 

Experiences from other similar problems areas were modified during our case study to 

best fit this problem setting and as a result we have answered to the research questions 

that have been stated. 

 

1. How to break down the complexity of such systems and understand the 

requirements? 

 

There are two prerequisites for being able to reason about the problem. The first one is 

understanding the system as a whole and the other one is understanding the user 

needs. By these two, the developer should have enough knowledge to accurately 

reason about the problem and break it down to manageable pieces. In order to learn 

about the system, it is useful to observe it from different angles and that can be done by 

interviewing different stakeholders. Understanding the user needs turns out to be one of 

the most important phases. Talking to and observing the end user in their working 

environment provides deeper understanding of the problems that need to be solved in 

order to propose a high quality solution. After performing detailed investigation, it can 

turn out that there is a lot of functionality that is not important, usable or even applicable 

for using on a mobile device.  

 

The knowledge gained by understanding the user needs and existing system helped us 

evaluate the requirements for the mobile solution. Two main challenges were identified 

by analyzing the problem: choosing the suitable navigation technique on the mobile 

phone and choosing which useful features are needed to be implemented on the mobile 

800xA application. Navigation techniques were chosen by reasoning about mobile 

specific constraints, environmental constraints, execution constraints and time 

constraints (Table 2). Additionally, the different features were graded based primarily on 

usefulness, but also on riskiness and effort (Table 3). The matrices that resulted out of 

this analysis made it simple to prioritize the requirements and decide on the functionality 

of the application. 
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2. What are additional constraints that come with industrial mobile 

applications?  

  

Unlike designing ordinary applications, the industrial surroundings and environment can 

have severe impact on the requirements for the design of industrial system applications.  

 

During the research, we have run into many constraints due to specific environmental 

conditions that exist in industry. For instance, one way of identifying and navigating to 

devices in our system was to use QR codes which can be attached on motors, valves, 

or any other device in the field. After analysis it was noticed that some parts of the plant 

can be extremely dirty and dusty so the QR codes couldn’t be read.  

 

Another example is the requirement that the device should only be used by one hand. 

 This was found out during field studies, because they said that they can be on the 

ladders   while operating. In these cases, voice control could be considered for 

interaction with a mobile device. However, this idea should be carefully discussed 

because some parts of the plant can be too noisy. Our proposed solution implemented 

using the iPhone 5s to interact with the application with only one hand.   

 

Other environmental constraints in industry can be heat or cold, darkness, humidity, big 

gloves on operator’s hands or protection glasses and many more. In this thesis, we 

have pointed out all environmental constraints that we have found out, and that affected 

our solution. Apart of those there are probably many other that can be specific for some 

other project, but the impact of those constraints cannot be ignored as they can 

influence severely the final product and usability.  

 

3. How to design the interfaces of a mobile solution so that it is useful and 

usable in an industrial environment? 

 

We based our design on nine different principles that showed to be most important 

according to the research and requirements elicitation and evaluation. The principles 

have been described in detail in section 5.5. (Product Design). 

 

The design principles are: 

1. Minimize engineering 

2. Create an easy to use, simple application 

3. Consistency with 800xA desktop 

4. Navigation based 

5. Consider safety 

6. Consistency in gestures 
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7. Consider environmental constraints 

8. Motivate design decisions 

9. Easy to extend 

 

Iterative development of prototypes was a good way to gain feedback from stakeholders 

and refine the design early in the development and this played a big role in achieving 

our goals and satisfying the customers. 

 

6.2. Guidelines 

 

Apart from the classical conclusion as an answer to the scientific question, in this 

section we will suggest a number of best practices for process automation applications 

if they should “GO MOBILE”. Those guidelines are a product of the knowledge gained 

through our research and practical work that has been done as a part of this thesis.  

 

1. Use open interviews to encourage innovation 

 

This was one of the key elements of a good investigation. Not only did it allow the 

interviewees to be innovative, but they were relaxed and talked about problems 

we couldn't possibly know about. Moreover, during open interviews interviewers 

have less chance to influence the interviewees which is important for getting a 

real understanding of the problem.   

 

2. Interview different stakeholders 

 

Usually there is more than one interested side in every project. Listen to 

everyone and let them express their views and opinions regarding a specific 

problem. Different stakeholder groups can contribute in different ways that could 

have a big influence on the project. Therefore, identify the benefits of different 

stakeholders (technological value, sales, company politics, research…) and 

include them in the interviews in order to have a clear vision about the main 

problems and challenges of the development.   

 

3. Involve the customer and end users early in the process  

 

Throughout the project, we were in constant contact with our customers and end 

users. This included presentations of or work and mockups at least once a week. 

We have involved them during the requirement elicitation, design and testing 

phases. By doing this, we were able to continuously brainstorm about best 

solutions together with our customers and adjust the processes and development 
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as soon as the customer would change the requirements. This constant 

improvement led to a more usable application. 

 

4. Think outside the box. Don’t port, innovate! 

 

As already mentioned in section 4.3 Mobile interface design, porting usually does 

not result in a high usable application. What is useful and usable on big screens 

will most likely be unusable and useless on small screens. Other ways of 

representing useful data and interaction with the system should be investigated. 

 

5. Prioritize, break down the problem 

 

Usually, complex desktop applications contain a lot of functionality. Those 

systems are developed throughout many years and consist of different parts. It is 

nearly impossible to migrate everything to a mobile device. Thus, it is of crucial 

importance to break down the problem and implement the most important 

features first. We have dedicated plenty of time on breaking down the problem 

and prioritizing features and ways of navigation. By doing this it was easier to 

design and propose a good solution. 

 

 

6. Use device-specific capabilities to enhance usability and usefulness 

 

The selection of a mobile device for development should be decided based on 

information received during user studies and interviews. Device specific features 

should be considered, such as different technologies and sensors that could be 

utilized in enhancing the application (such as RFID, fingerprint sensor, 

thermometer and others. Mobile solutions should be device specific and in that 

sense should exploit as much of devices capabilities as possible in order to 

improve user experience.  

 

7. Consider mobile specific and environment specific requirements 

 

Since majority of the mobile industrial automation applications will be used in the 

field, in production, where conditions can be different, requirements related to 

these issues shouldn’t be overlooked. Those requirements can have big 

influence on the application design but also on the device selection. ). Apart from 

regular mobile characteristics such as performance, memory, security and 

others, it is important to think about size and design and how the environment 

could possibly influence the usability. 
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8. Test early and iteratively (paper prototyping) 

 

Early testing is good for many reasons. First of all it helps both sides (developers 

and customers) to better understand each other and to compare views of the 

problem. Second, early testing, paper mockups for instance, can reveal defects 

in design even before any code is written, which can in return save time. Finally, 

constantly (iteratively) testing and keeping the customer involved in development 

process reduces risk of producing an unusable and useless application.      

6.3. Future work 

 

In this section, the considerations for future work will be discussed. The future work 

could include some of the following: 

 

1.  Consider security issues and risks 

The security issues of using mobile devices to control processes in industries have not 

been within the scope of this thesis. However, this is one aspect that is very critical for 

these types of applications and must be investigated in detail when developing a real 

mobile application for industrial usage.  

 

2.  Technology research 

The adequate technologies to be used when developing the final mobile application 

should be analyzed and chosen. The requirements for our case study involved using an 

iDevice and Xamarin Studio for development of the prototype. However, there is a 

variety of other tools that can be used based on the preferences and specific case 

studies. 

 

3.  Involve end users in usability testing 

Due to the limited number of field visits during our case study, we were not able to 

perform final usability studies with operators (end users), so in the future this would be 

advisable to see how the operators experience the mobile application and what they 

think the improvements should be.  

 

4.  Apply this concept in other similar projects 

The guidelines that have been proposed should be investigated in further detail and 

applied to a similar industrial project in order to evaluate the applicability 
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Appendix A 

 

Here is an example of the questions that were used to guide the interviews that were performed. 

 

 

Questions for industry 

 

Background 

1. Who are we speaking with? 

 

Plant specific 

2. What is the size of your plant? 

3.  What is the structure of your plant, how far are components, control room and plant? 

4.  Do you have strict separation of different roles (operator, maintainer, and engineer)? 

 

Working routines 

5. What are the responsibilities and duties of the operator? 

6. How do you separate the screens and responsibilities? 

7. Maximum/average number of screens an operator is responsible for? 

8. For example, what can ‘boiler operator’ see when logs in? Only the boiler that the 

operator can control? Or can the operator see the whole plant? What should he/she be able to 

see on mobile? Only the things he/she is able to control? 

9. The average operator and maintainer day? 

10. Why do operators leave the room? What is their goal then? Do they need an overview 

of the whole plant while out in the field? 

11. How often do they leave the control room? 

12. Is there always someone in the control room? Would you like to eliminate the control 

room and have everything on the field? 
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13. How does the field operator navigate to the critical device? Do the operators know 

where the device in the plant is, by knowing the tag, or by name? How do the tags for devices 

look like? 

14. How do you know that the device you are standing in front of is the one you want to 

control?  

15. What are the display names? Are they same as object names? 

 

Remote desktop 

1. How long have you been using remote 800xA? 

2. What is the main difference from before remote 800xA and after? 

3. How did mobility improve your plant work? 

4. What are the most used functionalities of remote 800xA on the field? 

5. Do the operators always carry their iPad with them when they go in the field? 

 

6. What is more important, controlling or viewing values? Would you ever just want to 

view values without controlling? 

7. How often do you use controlling? 

8. How secure do you think controlling is? Are you afraid of using it? 

9. How important is point of control? 

10. How does faceplate look like, work? Show big faceplate… 

 

11. Current communication between operator and field operator?  

12. Would you prefer communication over radio, or video conference between operators? 

13. Do you see a way to improve that communication? 

 

14. What types of alarms are important on field? Location? Functional? All? Sent from 

operator? Any other types?  
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15. Is the field operator allowed to acknowledge alarms?  

16. Which send to functions do you use with remote 800xA, what to send…?? 

 

17. Do you have location structure implemented? Do you use it? Why? 

18. How many levels do you have in the functional, location structure? 

19. Can we see your functional structure?  

20. Maximum/average number of devices on one screen? 

 

21. What are the drawbacks of remote desktop? User friendliness? 

22. Are there some functions you never use, or use rarely? 

23. In which situation would you choose a reduced set of functionality, tailored for the 

iPhone, over all functionality with remote 800xA? 

 

App requirements 

24. Other constraints such as environment, working practice…     

25. How important is to have one hand free?  

 

Navigation 

26. What is your solution for the graphics? 

27. How important is process graphics for the field operator? In which situations would the 

field operator use it? 

 

Questions for mockup  

1. With functional structure, would you be sure that it is the device you are looking for? 

2. Would you like to navigate to object based on where it is located in the plant, or based 

on process? 

3. Can you imagine having location structure for navigating on the phone (with a few clicks)  
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4. Can you imagine having a mobile solution without process graphics? Different 

navigation? Suggestions? 

5. Should the faceplate look the same on the mobile app? 

6. What do you think of having history menu/favorites menu?   

7. Alarm list: Is it informative enough? 

8. Is it useful to send alarm from field? 

9. Do you think it would help if WS operator could send message to mobile? 

10. Storing session? When to log in, how often?  30 min ok? 

 

Additional questions 

1. Can we see the operator room? 

2. Can we speak to some operators? 

3. Is there anyone else we can speak to about this topic? 

4. Contact for further questions... 
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Appendix B 
 

Questionnaire for the operators 
Who are currently not using mobile devices  

 
The purpose of this questionnaire is to investigate how mobile device can be used outside of the 

control room to support system 800xA. You can answer the questions in Swedish if you prefer. 

 

1. How long have you been working with the system 800xA?         _____________________. 

 

2. How many people are sitting at your work station per shift?   __________________.  

 

3. What do you usually do when you go outside of the control room to operate on the field?    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Do you know where in the plant to find specific device just by the given tag name (example: 

M45-9854) or device name (example: Boiler_45).  

 

Tag name: 

 

0 - never 

10 – always  

Answer: 
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Device name: 

 

0 - never 

10 – always 

 

 

 

5. If you would have 800xA on mobile device, which functionalities would you use the most.  

(0-not useful in field,  10-extremly useful  in field) 

 

 

 

1. Faceplate: Control object (turn on and off, set value…)  

2. Faceplate: View values of the object (temperature, pressure, throughput of valve…) 

3. Faceplate: View interlocking 

4. Trend graphs 

5. Event list 

6. Alarm list 

7. View Documentation(schematics, cad drawings...) 

8. View Process Graphics 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Add any feature you find important on field: 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Low priority High priority 

prio. 
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Questionnaire for the operators 
Who are currently using remote desktop with iPad  

 
The purpose of this questionnaire is to investigate how mobile device can be used outside of the 

control room to support system 800xA. You can answer the questions in Swedish if you prefer. 

 

1. How long have you been working with the system 800xA?         _____________________. 

 

2. Does the current iPad solution satisfy all your needs on the field? 

 

0 – not at all 

10 – completely 

  

3. How often do you carry iPad when you go on field? 

 

0 - never 

10 – always  

 

4. What do you mostly use the iPad for, when you are outside of the control room?    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5. Do you know where in the plant to find specific device just by the given tag name.  

 

0 - never 

10 – always  

 

Answer: 
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6. Prioritize how useful are each of these features while you operate outside of the control room. 

 

 

1. Faceplate: Control object (turn on and off, set value…)  

2. Faceplate: View values of the object (temperature, pressure, throughput of valve…) 

3. Faceplate: View interlocking 

9. Trend graphs 

10. Event list 

11. Alarm list 

12. View Documentation (schematics, cad drawings...) 

13. View Process Graphics 

 

 

 

 

 

7. What don’t you like about the current iPad solution?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

8. What improvements would you suggest for future mobile solutions? 

  

Add any feature you find important on field: 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 Answer: 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Low priority High priority 

prio. 

Answer: 
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Appendix C 

 

 


